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INTRODUCTION
Bhnkti Movement in South India
The bhakti movement in South India came to the fore during
the sixth to the ninth centuries AD. This was the period in which
many mystic poets, both the Nayanmérs of Saivism and the Alvars
of Srlvaisnavism, went about singing the praises of the lord. They
wandered from place to place and composed their hymns in praise
of the particular deity in that place.
The subject matter of all Tamil poetry has traditionally been
categorised as broadly two—akam and puram. Akam (‘ internal ’)
is what pertains to the individual and the private, the inner, the
intrOVert. Puram (‘ external ’) is what pertains to the public man,
lsing or oﬂicer, the outer, the extrovert. Love poetry will come
under akam and the poetry of heroism or war under puram.
The intense devotion

felt towards God would

which the Nayanmars and $4va
normally come under akam. The

Vaishnavite Alvars Went one step further than their contemporary
Niyanmars thinking of this devotion in terms not so much of
man and God as of man and his beloved, Whether a child (Periyalvar) or a lover (Antal). The human soul longs for God as a woman
for his SWeetheart. It is the theme of the Biblical Song of Songs
but with the roles reVersed—not the man singing for the Woman
but the woman for the man. The parallelto this in Western religious
literature is the mystical poetry of St. Theresa with its passionate
love for Jesus.

Recital of Hymns in Temples

The chanting of hymns in Saivite as well as Vaisnava temples
was in vogue long before the time of Ramanuja. There are inscriptions relating to the reign of Parantaka I at Lalgudi and Allur
in the Tiruchirapalli district from which it is seen that provision
had been made for singing the ‘Tiruppadiyam’ in Saivite

http://acharya.org
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temples.1 There are similar references in inscriptions dating right
from the time of Raja Raja Cola which go to prove that provision
was made for the chanting of Tiruvaymoli by Tiruvaymoli Tévar
in Vaisnava temples.2 Not only the hymns, Ttruvaymoii, of
Nammaivar but the hymns of other Alvars also were chanted in
the temples on particular occasions.“
Codiﬁcation of Hymns

It is an interesting feature of the bhakti movement in South
India that the codifications of the Saivite hymns by Nampi Antar
Nampi and of the Sri Vaisnava hymns, Divya Prabandams, by
Nathamuni Were effected more or less about the same period and
in the same region.4 Nathamuni’s period must have been around
the end of the ninth and the beginning of the tenth centuries.
1

At Lalgudi and Ailﬁr in the Triehinopoly district are found inscriptions
of the reigon of Parintaka 1, providing for Brahmins singing the
Tiruppadiyarn during the daily service in the temples.

Earlier

than Parintaka’s reign, in the reign of the Pailava Vijaya —NandiVikrama Varman, reciters of the Tiruppadiyarn are enumerated in
the list of persons employed in the service of a temple at Tiruvallam.
(Page 637, The Colas, K. A. Nilakam‘a

Sam)

2The mention of Tiru-Véyrnoiidevar in an inscription at Ukkal in
Rijaréja’s reign, and of the recitation of Tiruppadiyam in Visnu
temples is enough to show the parallelism in practice between Saivism
and Vaisnavism in this respect.
(Page 639, The Colds, K. A. Nilakanta Sasrri)
a

The fact that the hymn of Kulas'ekhara-ilvﬁr beginning tettarundigal
was recited before the deity during three nights in the course of a
festival in Srirangam is mentioned in an inscription of A.D. 1088.
(Page 639, The Color, K. A. Nilakanra Sasrri)

“Tradition confers upon Nathamuni the honour of having done for
Vaisnava lyrics what Nambi Angle: Nambi achieved for the Saiva
ones. If Srinitha who seems to be mentioned in the Anbil plates
may be taken to be the same as the Vaisnava Saint Nathamuni,his
age would be the end of the ninth and the beginning of the tenth
centuries A.D., and this accords well with the other testimony we
have, meagre as it is, on the subject.
(Page 638, The Colds, K. A. Nilakanra Sastri)
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As per the traditional account Nathamuni once heard some
visitors to his place from Kurukﬁr, the birth place of Nammélvér,
recite a hymn of ten verses from Tiruvﬁymoji. He was enchanted
by the melody of the hymn. Realising that they Were only part of
a thousand verses composed by Namrnalvar, Nathamunijourneyed
to Kurukﬁr in the hope of discovering the remaining verses. At
Kurukﬁr, Nathamuni worshipped Lord Visnu and then repaired
to the foot of the tamarind tree under which Nammaivarhad spent
his time, in the hope of having the Darsan of Nammalvar. He was
disappointed however. Then he started reciting Madhura Kavi’s
ten stanzas in praiSe of his guru, Nammalvar. When he recited
those stanzas 12,000 times, both Nammalvar and Madhura Kavi
appeared before him and imparted to him the knowledge of the
four works of Nammalvar. Thereafter Nathamuni stayed on in
Kurukﬁr, meditating upon the Prabhandas, till he was summoned
to his native place Viranarayanapuramby the deity of that place.
And in his native place he and his disciples spent their time chanting
the hymns.

Apart from tradition, it is now accepted that it Was Nathamuni
who codiﬁed the hymns, Divyaprabandhams, of the Alvars, as
mentioned in the Guruparampara prabhavam.5
The Concept of Ubhaya Vedanta
One of the mostimportant contributions of the Sri Vaisnava
Acaryas is the establishment of the concept of Ubhaya Vedanta,
i.e., the equal validity of both the Sanskrit sruti or reVealed texts
and the Tamil hymns of the Alvars, those who had immersed themselves in God and his qualities.
The history behind the concept of ‘ Ubhaya-Vedanta’ is most
signiﬁcant tor it depicts the way in which the hymns of the Alvars
came to be considered as Vedanta in Tamil. According to the
Acarya Hrdayam, the Vedas as we know are éruti, i.e. what was
heard or revealed, and anadi 110., without beginning or authorship.
They are the supreme authority. The Tamil hymns are equally
claimed to be “anadi” in the Sri Vaisnava tradition. They have
‘
a beginning ’. adi, from the Alvars only in the sense that the latter
5

GuruparampariPrabhivam—Ariyirappati,page
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were the instruments through which the Supreme Lord, Narayana,
revealed His will. He says that like ‘ sruti ’ which was given by
Lord to Brahmi, Divya Prabhandhams were also given by Lord to
the Alvars.6 Alvars started giving equal status to Tamil al ng with
Sanskrit. For instance, Kulasekhara Alvar in his Perumaltirumoli
refers to Lord as the northern language, Sanskrit, and the poem
of SWeet joy in Tamil.7
Tirumankai Alvar in his Tirunetuntintakam describes the Lord as
one who is in the form of the soundof Tamil, which has the power
of expression and who is in the form of the Sanskrit word, Vatacol.
It is worthy of note here that the Alvar gives prime importance to
Tamil which has felicity in expression and only refers later to
Sanskrit without any qualifying epithet for the nonhern language.
In the same stanza, Tirumankai Alvar calls the Lord as the mantra
of Vedanta, denoting that all the Upanishads describe only Him.
From this one can glean that the Alvér is attaching equal signiﬁcance to Tamil, Sanskrit and Vedanta, who is God Himself, the
primordial cause of everything!3
Maturakavi, a direct disciple of Satakopan, says about his
acarya, as “He who composed the stanzas through which the
inner meaning of the Veda of the great Vetiyars (Brahmins) is
n.¢-l-.1€.J‘..A

°

J-

van! tuba—c ”9

Acirya hrdayam Carnikai 41 ,
n

7

n

49-

........

Antamilinpapavinai awatamoli yai pparrarrarkal

(Perumﬁl tirumoli—I—4)
3

intirarkum piramarkum mutalvantannai irunilam kit ti nir vin ptﬁam
I

aintéy
centirattatamliocai vatacolléki ticainﬁnkumay tinkal ﬁiyiraki
antarattil tevarkkaum ariyalaka antananai antanarmtttu antivaitta
mantirattaimanirattalmaravatu enrum valutiyél valalarn mataneﬁcamé.
(Tirunetuntdnxakam, 4)
E'mikkavétiyar vétattinutporu] nirkappﬁti yenneﬁcul niruttinéu
takkacir eatakopanen nampikku a] pukkakital atimaip payananré.
(Kamimqtcr‘mtrdmpu, 9)
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Maturakavi says that Satakopan has mercifully sung one
thousand sweet hymns in Tamil, which would make happy the
devotees, who forever engage themselves in praising the
glory of the Lord.10
Yamuna does not refer to Tiruvaymoli as Drivida Veda, but
in Stotrar'atna he does pay homage to the feet of Vakulébharana,
Nammélvar, Whom he calls the ﬁrst Acarya (Stanza-5). Many of
Yémuna’s ideas are parallel to those of the Alvars. It includes
for instance, a direct translation from Kulasekhara in Stanza 26
of Stotraratnau.
Guruparampara records that as part of his temple reforms
Ramanuja included the chanting of hymns of the Divya
Prabaandha.12
The author of Acarya Hrdayam has recorded that
Ramanuja used to explain the Brahma-sﬁtras with the aid of
Tiruva'tymoli.13

That the Divya Prabandhas had been accepted by Srivaisnavas as equivalent to the Sanskrit Vedas as part of regular temple
worship is evident from the reference to Nammalvar in the Stotras
1°

Antlkontatumariyavar inpura
arulinin avvarumaraiyinporul
arulkomuiyiram intamil pitinin
arul kaﬁti: ivvulakinilmikkaté.
(Kanninuycirundmpu, 8)

11

mavaltan arul

2: cinattal inratay akarritinum
atuvé pourirunténé.

ms?!

ninainte alumkulavi

(Kulacekara, Perumdltirumoli, 5 :1)

nirastopi sisuh stanandhayah najitu matuh carnanau jihﬁsati.
(Ydmuna, Stotraratm, sta. 26)

12

Guruparampaii prabhivam—pp.

1'3

Bhisyakirar itukoﬁru sﬁtra
vyakhyanaﬁkal orunku vituvar.

181 ff.

(Jﬁryahrdayam—cu-ﬁ)
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of some of the direct disciples of Ramﬁnuja, like Kﬁresa and his
son, Parésara Bhattar.“
1‘ (a) Traividya Vrdha jana murdha vibhﬁsanam yat
Sampat ca sétvikajanasya Yadeva nityam.
Yadvi Saranyam Asaranya janaSYa Pumsim
Tat Samsrayéma Vakulﬁbharana anghriyugmarn.
(Srivaikuntha Stavam—Z)
Kuresa

“ Let us prostrate before the lotus feet of Nammolvar, the only
refuge for even the indifferent and the uncared for. Bow

before those feet which are simultaneously a unique treasure
house for the Sattvikes and an incoparable jewel on their

heads."

(Stanza—2)
(b) Baktiprabhava bhavadadbhu ta bhava

Sandhuksita pranayasara rasougha puinah.
Vedirtharatna niclhih acyutadivya dhimé
J iyit parankusapyodhirsima bhﬁma.

(SW Vaikunxha Sravam—3)

Kuresa

” Hail to

Nammalvar who competes with the ocean in his qualilies
of divine love: immeasurable is his love for the Lord, even
as the full waters of the ocean. Variegated and most wonderful are the myriad moods of his love for Him (the Nava-rasas
even as the ocean contains unheard of treasures) Immortal
shall he be who is our and our Lord’s pride of possession ”.
( Smum—3)

(c) Vakuladhara Sarasvativisakta Svararasa bhivayutasu kinnarlsu.
dravati drsadapi prasakta génﬁsu iha vanaéaila tatisu Sundrasya.

(Sundara bahuslava—IZ)
Kuresa
The very stones melt, when kinnara maidens, who are endowed
with perception of 5mm, rasa and bhava, sing the “Saraswati
of Vakuladhara" (hymns of Nammalvar), from the valleys of
‘
Sundara ' hill —(Alakan'nalai) ”.
(d) Rsim jusamahe krsna trsnitatvam ivoditam.
Sahasra sikhém yodrﬁksit dravidim braha Sanyanitam
.

(Sri raglgarﬁjarrava—6 (Pards'ara Bhaﬂar)

“We bow before that saint Nammalvar who perceived the Brahma
samhita (Upanishad) in Tamil, having a thousand branches
and who is the very personiﬁcation, as it were, of the thirst
for Kisna.”

http://acharya.org
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Though Nathamuni and Alavandar were instrumental in
introducing the chanting of the Divya Prabandham in Vaisnava
temples, it was Ramanuja who systematised it and arranged for
the chanting of hymns as an integral part of the temple litual. This
is borne out by the inscriptions relating to the post-Rama'muja
period.“ This is also known from the Koyil oluku, which is a
recorded document on the Srirangam temple routine from the
time of Ramanuja.
The concluding session in Srivaisnava daily or special worship,
as in the case of a festival of the presiding deity or Alvar or Acarya,
has an important item called ‘ Carrumurai ’, which marks the end
of the recitation of the Divya Prabandham. After the recital of the
last two verses of each work of the Alvar followed by two verses of
Tiruppallantu, two verses are sung which 11: an the following:
“May the divine command of the venerable Ramanuja. grow
stronger and stronger, with its powers unobstructed in all places
and on all occasions and at all times. May the divine command of

Rananuja shine forth every day and pervade all places, for it
aims at the welfare of all the worlds. 0 Lord, please make
the glory of Srirangam grow strong every day without any
hindrance. ”16
It may also be noted that Ramanuja’s systematisation of
temple worship is adopted even in domestic worship, which is
is followed by Cirrumurai. Further, the inﬂuence of Ramauuja
15

Dlvyaprabhandha recital in vaisnava Temples—Dr. K. V. Raman
(SW Rﬁmarmja Mini—October 1979, pp. 3317').

16

sadakilesu avyahata parﬁkrami.
raininujarya divyijﬁya vardhatim abhivardhatam.
riminujirya divyijﬁyi prativésarrn ujvalﬁ.
Digantavyipiniu bhﬁyat sihi lokahitaisini.

Sarvadt‘esa

(Srimanna Srirangafriyam anupadmvzi anudinam savardhaya)
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can also be seen in the singing of the hymns of Alvars in marriage
ceremonies and in obsequies.17
lSr-i

Nammﬁlvir

Sri Nammalvarwas born at Tirukkurukﬁr, also known as Alvar
tirunakari, in the Velalar Community of fourth Varna. His
parents were Kari and Utaiya Naﬁkai. He was giVen the name,
Miran by his parents.

It is said that as soon as he was born, he was so absorbed in the
contemplation of God that he would not eat or drink but soon took
up residence under a tamarind tree and remained there. He
radiated a saintly effulgence which could be seen fromfar and wide.
In fact, Matura Kavi who was on tour in the North saw it and
hastened to the South, following the direction of the effulgence.
He reached the city of the Alvar and located the Tamarind tree
under which Nammalvar was seated. There the meeting took
place between these two great souls, Nammalvarand Matura Kavi,
the latter himself one of the Alvars. Matura Kavi saw with wonder
that Nammalvar did not take any food or water- and would also
not talk to anybody. He put the question to him: “A little
thing bom in a dead body, what will it eat and where will it live? ”
Nammalvar replied: “It will eat that and lie there.” Matura
Kavi realised that Nammalvar meant that though the body is a
dead thing and soul inﬁnitely small, it had the capacity to stay in
the body and liVe on it. By this Nammalvar sought also to convey
1"

The ten stanns of “Nicciyir Tirumoli” beginning with “Varanarne'ryiram", where Antil dreams of her marriage with Lord Nirayana,
are usually sung during the weddings of the south Indian
Sri Vaisnavite community. This may well be taken as an index of
the deep penetrative inﬂuence of the hymns of Alvirs on the social
life of the Sri Vaisnava Community.
Before the commencement of funeral ceremonies in (case of death to
the members of) the Sri Vaisnava community when the dead body
(préta) is washed and the caste mark applied, at least a hundred stanzas
of Nammiivar are chanted. This is done as if to indicate the longing of the individual soul to reach the lotus feet of the
Lord. Similarly, at the conclusion of the ceremonies on the13th
day, thousand hymns of Nammﬁlvir (tie. Tiruviymoli) are chanted
to signify the liberation of the soul.

http://acharya.org
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that emancipated souls, though ﬁnite and small, dwell in God and
God is their food, Wealth, mind, wisdom, bliss and everything.
He himselfhas spoken of service of God as the greatest gift of God,
exceeding even the matter of liberation from the cycle of births.
The teachings of Nammalvar are said to be capable of liberating
anyone. His inﬂuence on the course of religious history was
enormous.

The place of Nammalvarin Sri vaisnavism can be gauged from
the fact that he is held to be the most important among the Alvars.
When one considers that he was of the fourth varna, one can understand the height to which a person can rise by the love of God.
His very name, Nammalvar, our Alvar, shows the esteem and
affection in which he is held in the Srivaisnva community. He is
also known as Satakopa, which is a symbol representing the Lord’s
feet are placed on the devotee’s head in reverential worship.
He himself had stated: ” By becoming servants of the Lord,
we have verily become, as it Were, His sacred sandals” (Tiruvantati—
31). Besides Tiruvaymoli, his other works are: Tiruviruttam,
Tiruvaciriyam and Periya Tiruvantati.
Matura Kavi Klvir
The meeting of Matura Ravi and Namrnalvar has already been
described. Nammilvar’s statement that he was enjoying God, as
his food and resting in God made Matura Kavi realise the profound
truth in it; then and there he chose Narnmélvar as his acarya.
He learned all the hymns of the great saint and followed the method
of bhalcti and prapatti scrupulously. The traditional accounts
include him among the Alvars, though with a difference. While
all other Alvars enjoyed the mystic vision of God and His inﬁnite
auspicious attributes,Matura Kavi sang about the glory of Nammal‘
var alone in his only composition. It is called Kanninun
’
which
of
he
the
Nammalvar
sings
praise
or SataCiruttampu in
kopan. The fact that he has been elevated on the strength of this
only work, demonstrates the signiﬁcance of the deep devotion to
Acaryas.

Status of Devotees
Vedanta Desika in the Chapter ‘ Prabhava Vyavastitadhikara’ of
his work ‘ Rahasya Traya Sara ’ discusses elaborately on devotees

http://acharya.org
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born in a 10Wer varna. He refers to the Purénas wherein it has
been stated that a devotee, even though of a lower varna, is
superior to one of a higher varna who is not a devotee.
Vedanta Desika held ﬁrm views on varnas and the Varnis’rama
Dharma. According to him a person born in a IOWer varna and
who is'a devotee of Lord Visnu is venerable! This veneration does
not make the devotee get the social status of a higher varna._ To
establish this, Vedanta Desika has mentioned the simile of the
Surabhi, Kamadhenu, which furnishes all that people desire, but
is still a cow. The same thing applies to the Bhagavata, who
should be venerated but who cannot change his varna.
Vedanta Desilca discusses about this elaborately in this chapter
These two, though
born in a lower Varna and thus ineligible to study the Vedas or
teach them, were still able to clarify the doubts of the Brahmins
who approached them for clariﬁcation on points in the Vedas.
Desika says that they were like guides who direct travellers who had
strayed into the forest. Vyadha and Tuladhara Were important
only for guidance but could not became members of a higher
Varna. As regards Alvars, according to Vedanta Desika, they were
of a special category and could not be classiﬁed with mortals. In
his Guru Paramparasaram, he calls the ten Alvars as the Navina
Dasévatara, or the new ten incarnations of this Lord.

and cites the cases of Vyadha and Tuladhara.

While discussing the question of Nammalvar’s birth, Alakiya
Manavala Perumél Nayanat in his Acérya Hrdayamit compares
to that of Sri Krsna and Krsna Dvaipayana, Vyasa, but with a
diﬁerence. Sri Krsna was born in prison in Matura and was brought
up by his foster-mother, Yasoda in Gokulam. Vyisa was born to
Machcha Gandhi and was also not brought up by her. But Nammalvar was born in Tirukurukﬁr. and brought up by his parents.
The places of birth of Sri Krsna, Wise and Nammalvar are also
signiﬁcant. éri Krsna was born in prison and Vyasa on the seashore whereas Nammalvar was born in a town in a fertile region
on the bank of river Tamiraparani.
According to the author of Acarya Hrdayam, the principles of
Varnisrama Dharma cannot be applied to the devotees of the Lord,
Those who do so are ignorant and wallowing in darkness. Further
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he cites the cases of Tiruppanalvar,Tirukacci Nampi and Kurumpu
Arutta Nampi, who Were born in Iowa Varnas. He also compares
Nammalvir’s case to that of Varahavatara and Krsnavatara. In
Varahavatara, the Lord incarnated as a boar to redieem the earth.
In Krsnavatara, the Lord was born among the cow-herds to uplift
them. In the same way Nammalvat was born in a IOWer varna to
uplift mankind.

From the abOVe, it will be seen that these two acaryas approach
the matter of Nammalvar’s birth in a IOWer varna from different
angles. Vedanta Desika says that the matter of birth in a IOWer
Varna should not be taken into account in the case of Alvars.
Alakiya Manavala Perumal Nayanar, a younger contemporary of
Vedanta Desika says that Nammalvar was born in low varna
purposely to uplift mankind,just as in the case of Krsnivatara and
Varahévatara.

Commentaries on Tiruvaymoli

Upto the time of Rimanuja, devotees and disciples learned the
subtlety and meanings of Tiruvaymoli only by word of mouth, in
a continuous Acarya-Sisya tradition. The ﬁrst recorded commentary on Tiruvayrnoli was by Tirukk'urukai Pirétl Pillan, a disciple
of Raménuja, who Wrote it as per the instruction of his preceptOr.
1 was called zirﬁyirappaﬂ. (Six thousand ‘ Pati’s, A pati cousists of 32 letters.) In fact all the ﬁVe important commentaries on
‘
Tiruvaymoii, so far haVe this suﬂix pati ’ added on to their titles).
The other commentaries are brieﬂy described below:
Onpatlgiyirappati. This was written by Naﬁciyar who learned
Tiruvaymoli from his icarya, Parasara Bhattar. This is more
elaborate than Arayirappati. In this, Nanciyar stresses the importance of the Tamil language as a vehicle for spiritual revelation.
Naﬁciyar’s contribution to Sri Vaisnavism is important.

Painlr Ayirappatj. The author of this commentary is van
Keari Alakiya Maﬁavala De’ikara disciple of Periya vaccén
Pillai. Almost illiterate in the beginning, he had the good fortune
to be blessed with the grace of his preceptor and became erudite
and wrote many scholarly treatises, including this commentary.
T—B
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Irupattinalayirappati. This commentary is written by Periya
Vaccan Pillai, a disciple of Nampillai. Periya Vaccan Pillai’s
contribution to the Manipravala Literature is signiﬁcant. Because
of his methodical and systematic approach in his treaties, he was
‘
given the title Vyakhanacakravartin ’, emperor of commentators.
Muppattiariyirappati. Of all the commentaries of Tiruvaymoli,
so far, this is considered to be the most
exhaustive. This is also known as ‘ ITU ’ and is held in high esteem
by Srivaisnavites. The author of this commentary was Vatakku
This is supposed
Tiruviti Pillai, another disciple of Nampillai.
to have been recorded after listening to the discourses of Nampillai.
This work is accepted as a scripture by all Tenkalai Srivaisnavas and
the followers of Ahobila Mutt of the Vatakalai tradition.

that have gained prominence
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TAijIYAiy
(l) [*Invocation by Sriman Nathamuni]
Bhaktamrtam visvajana anumodanan‘t
Sarvarthadam Sri Sathakopa Vﬁngmayalh
Sahasra sakhopanisad samégaman'l
Namamyaham dravida Veda Sagararh.
Translation

Worship do I the Ocean of Tamil Vedas,
aggregate of the Upanisads, having thousands of
branches, spelt out by Sathakopa,
The ambrosia for God-lovers,
Which regales all alike [the denizens of the Universe as
well as the Supreme Lord, the granter of all felicities]
The

Note
Tiruvaymoli is likened to an ocean. Once upon a time,
the ocean was churned and the ambrosia, that one up,
was offered to the Devas, the Lord’s devotees. Likewise,
Tiruvaymoli feeds the devotees with the nectarean SWeetness of its contents. Again, the ocean delights the
beholders, one and all, any length of time. Similarly,
Tiruvﬁymoli, the ‘Dravida Veda Ségaram’, regales one
and all in the whole Universe, from the Supreme Lord
downwards, without satiety.

"' Invocations (Taniyan) (l) to (6) comprising one Sanskrit Slain and
ﬁve Tamil verses, composed by the devotees of Saint Nammilvar, do not
form part of the Text of Tiruvaymoli, as such, but are, as a rule, recited at
the commencement of the chanting of Tiruviymoli.
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(2) [Invocation by Tévaramuni]
Tiruvaluti nétenrum Tenkurukﬁrenrum
Maruviniya vanporunalenrum — arumaraikal
Amati ceytanatiyinaiyé eppolutum
Cintiyﬁy neﬁcé telintu.
Translation
My mind! thou shalt, for ever, contemplate, as your sole
refuge,
The feet of the one [Saint Nammélvér], who rendered the
abstruse Sanskrit Veda, in lucid Tamil verses,
Skilfully composed, adoring, as well, his birthplace, namely,
Teykurukﬁr, in the region called TiruvaIuti and the exhilarating river Tamraparni on whoSe bank it stands.

(3) [Invocation

by Cottainampi]

Manattalum vayalum vankurukﬁr penum
Inatthraiyallaﬁtaiﬁcén tanattalum
Etum kuraivilén -— Entai Catakopan
Pitaﬁkal yémutaiya parru.

-

Translation

Leaning, as I do, on the feet of Sathakopa, my Sire,
I am above wants; I shall adore none
But those whose mind and month venerate Timnakari,
His birth place.
(4) [Invocation by

Anantilvan]

Eynta peruﬁkirtti yirﬁmanuca munitan
Vﬁynta malarppétam vanankukinrén — éyntaperum

Ciré: Catakopan Centamilvétam tarikkum
PErﬁta ullam para.
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Translation

I adore the comely feet of Saint RArnénuja of unrivalled
fame,
So as to acquire a mind which shall stand rivetted to the
Chaste Tamil Vedas,
Yielded by Catakopan, the repository of all auspicious
qualities,
Absolutely free from all blemishes.

(5) and (6) [Invocation by Sri Parﬁsara

Bhattar]

Vintikalum colai matilarankar vanpukalmél
Aura tamil maraikaliyiramum — 1131's.
Mutaltﬁy Catakopan —— moympil valartta
Itattéy Iréménucan.
Translation

Catakﬁpan Was the mother, who yielded the Tamil Vedas,
in a thousand stanzas, extolling the glory of Ararlkar
(Lord Rangane‘ttha), Enshrined in the walled city of
rirangam, surrounded by luxurious orchards;
Rémanuja is, however, the beneﬁcent foster-mother,
Who sedulously nurtured these songs and made them
ﬂourish in our midst.
Mikkavirai nilaiyum meyyimuyir nilaiyum
Takkaneriyum tataiyéki — tokkiyalum
Ulvinaiyum valvinaiyum Otum Kurukaiyar
Yélinicai vétattiyal.

K611

Translation
The tuneful songs of Tiruxéymoli of Vedic excellence,
Composed by Namme‘tlvér, the Chieftain of Kurukﬁr,
Elucidate the nature of the Supreme Lord.
The nature of the eternal soul (Jtva), the means fbr attaining
the Lord,
The end or the ﬁnal goal and the impediments thereto.
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These ﬁve topics dealt with in Tirumantra, (Aum Namo
Narayaniya) are elaborated upon, time and again, in
Tiruvaymoli. The Lord is Supreme, the individual souls are
His sole servitors, loving surrender unto His Sweet grace,
the sole means of attaining Him, the deceitful knowledge,
resulting in the individual soul straying away into the
domain of sensual pleasures through the media of the foul
bodies, constitutesthe impediment to the attainment of the
Lord, service to the Lord, without break or blemish,
is the ultimate goal.
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First

First Tiruviymoli (I-l)
(Uyarvu aga Uyar Nalam)

Centnm—-

Note
This work comprisesten centums, or hundred decades, each
of which is called a ‘Tiruvaymoli ’, which means ‘Inspired
utterance’ as well as ‘Divnie speech ', the speech from the
holy mouth of the Saint. This is a skilled poetic composition
in which each stanza begins with the closing word of the
previous stanza or the phonetic sound thereof. Unlike the
other hymns of the ‘Divya Prabandha’, Tiruvaymoli is
accorded the special status of being chanted only inside the
temples or at homes when the Deity is seated for congregational worship, and not whenthe Deity is taken out in the
streets in ceremonial procession.
Preamble
In the opening song, the Saint exhorts his chastened mind to
adore the dazzling, distress-dispelling feet of the Lord, the Supreme
Benefactor, and attain saIVation. Right at the very start, and that
too in the opening line itself, the Alvin characterises God as one
with perfections, all of the nature of bliss and love, the natural
repository of innumerable auspicious traits of unlimited dimensions and thus easily scares Over the ‘ Upanisad ’, which made a
futile attempt to gauge the immeasurable bliss of the Supreme
Lord and had to acknowledge defeat.*
Such a beginning is the natural corollary to the manner
in which the Lord captivated the Alvin. It was by exhibiting
His innumerable auspicious qualities that the 10rd attracted
tatowvieo nivartante apripya manasésaha.
T—l
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the Alvar, and therefore it was that he began with an ardent adoration of those very qualities, literally strangling those philosophising on a God devoid of form, attributes etc. as the illustrious
Kﬁrattﬁlvan would put it. Exulting over the fact that We have,
on Saint Nammalvar’s authority, a God of attributes, which ought
to silence all those who philosophiee on a God devoid of attributes,
Kﬁrattalvag would say Visnupurana (VI-5-84) conoborates this:
it says the Lord is the essence possessing all blissful perfections.
Does not Karna say, in the Bhismaparva of the Mahabharata, that
even if all the worlds were assembled together and they Were all
to praise the perfections of the great victorious Visnu (born as
Krsna, son of Vasudéva, bearing the discus, conch and sword) for
millions of years it would not be exhaustive ? Did not Tara tell
Vali, her husband, that, in Rama, the noblest glories meet? Again,
did not the subjects, assembled in King Dasaratha’s court, proclaim
that in all the earth none possessed the excellence of Rama who,
richly blest with graces, was to their hearts very dear? In the
eleventh verse of his ‘ Stotra Ratna ’, Saint Yamuna describes the
Lord as one possessing an inﬁnitude of super-excellent, auspicious
perfections,conformableto His divine character ".
It may, however, be questioned how the Alvar relegated himself to the lower order of submissionto the Lord through an appreciation of His auspicious traits instead of being automaticallylinked
up with the Lord by virtue of the inherent trait (Sesatva or ser—
vitude) of the Individual Soul, as His eternal servant. Actually, it
is not a case Of relegation, as such, and it has to be taken that all

the noblest qualities that converge in the Lord constitute yet
another tangible source of attracticn for the individual soul. That
there has been no departure from the basic stand of Master-servant
relationship between the Lord and the Alvin is brought out clearly
in the ﬁfth centum, third Tiruvaymcli,ﬁfth stanza (irdicatcd here
and elsewhere by the notation V—3-5). There, in a moment of
desolation caused by the snapping of his communion with the
Lord, Nammalvérbitterly reproaches the Lord as extremely selﬁsh,
unsympathetic, elusive, time-serving, deceitful, unfathomable etc-
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(1—1)

and yet he ﬁnds his ‘tyrannical’ mind clinging to the Lord, as the
Sole Refuge, under all circumstances. The examples of Laksmana
and Sité can also be brought in here, to clarify the stand of the
Alvin. According to his own admission to Hmuman when
Laksmana ﬁrst met him in the mountain slcpe of RSyamﬁkha
parvata,‘ Laksmana was enthralled into serving Sri Rama and
following him, even in exile, by the latter’s sweet qUalities. This
does not, however, detract from Laksmana’s basic stance. Being
an incarnation of AdiseSa (ﬁrst servant), Laksrnanawas devoted
to Rama, right from the cradlerl
And in the above context, Laksmana merely adduced yet
another consideration for his constant attendance on Rama. Service unto the Lord by virtue of the essentialnature of the individual
soul (Sesatva), not conditioned by any extranecus consideraticn 0r
inducements is, no doubt, of primary importance and all else is
relegated to a secondary place. At the same time, it has to be
noted that the Lord and His excellence can never remain apart.
Felicitating Sita on her ﬁdelity to her husband (giving up the Palace
and all its wealth and relatives and following Rama into exile),
Anasﬁyi Dévi, wife of Sage Atri, exhorted that the husband needs
to be venerated as God Himself, be he in town or wood, well or ill.
SWayed by modesty, the bashful sna stood with dowu-cast eyes and
spoke out: “ My love for Rama is spontaneous and yet, pecple are
likely to construe that I love him because of his excellence, both
physical and mental. It is indeed difﬁcult fer me to prove that my
ﬁdelity to Rama has no strings attached to it and stands by itself
without any external provocation or inducements, as Rama and his
excellence can never remain apart. My ﬁdelity will remain constant even if he Were the exact reverse of what he is ”.
The philosophy of ‘ Tattva ’ (truth), ‘ Hita ’ (Path) and ‘Purugirtha’ (goal), elucidated in this work, is presented in a summarised

‘ " Ahamasyﬁvaro bhriti gunair dasynrh uphgatah
1'

Balyit prabrti susnigdha.
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‘
form, in the opening stanza itself, by indicating that ‘Tirumil
(Mahévignu) is the Supreme Lord, worshipping His lustrous feet, the
Supreme path, and attainment of those very feet, through His
redemptive grace, the highest goal. What a grand start, going
straight to the subject on hand! 0f the ﬁve-fold manifestations of

God, namely, ‘Para‘, Vyﬁha‘. ‘Vibhava’, ‘Antaryémi’ and
Area ’, this decad deals with the ‘ Para ’ or the transcendental Form
of the Lord and the cOgn ate activities.*

*Actually, the ﬁrst two deeds of this great work embrace all that
has been said in all the four cantos of the ‘ Brahma Smras ', (the
Mimimsaka Sistra, already referred to in the IntroductiOn), elucidated
in Sri Riminuja’s Sri Bhﬂsya. The ﬁrst six songs of the ﬁrst deead cover the
ﬁrst Adhyiya of the Brahma siltras, the next ﬁve songs of that dead convey
the contents of the second Adhyéya of the Sﬁtras, the ﬁrst eight songs of the
second decad (Vitumin) embrace the third Adhyaya of the sutras and the next
three songs of that dead summarise the fourth and the last canto of the Sim-as.
Again, dreads three to hundred of Tiruviymoli only elaborate what is already
set out in the ﬁrst two elem-ls.
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First Centum—First Decad
Uyarvu are uyar nalaru Utaiyavan evan? avaa,
Mayarvﬁ ara mati-nalam arulinan evan? avan,
Ayarvu arum amararkal atipati evan? avan
Tuyar aru cutar-ati tolutu elu en manage.

(1—1—1)

Translation
My mind, lift yourself up to the dazzling, distress-dispelling
feet of the One, who is the Lord of the ever alert Eternal Heroes,
who is the natural repository of super-excellent traits which cut
out all fatigue, and who unto me vouchsafed wisdomJove, ridding
me of ignorance, leaving no trace of it behind.
Notes

feet: Tradition has it that this has a
pointed reference to the comely feet of Lord Devaréja,
enshrined in Sri Hasti Sailam (Kéﬁcipuram). Whereas
all the other Acaryas before Sri Ramanuja interpreted
this phrase as “ The feet that relieve the distress of the
yearning votaries ”, Sri Raménuja held that the lord’s
feet relieve His own erstwhile distress over the sad plight
of His subjects, sunk deep in the miserable mire of
‘
Samsira ’, the dreadful cycle of birth and death,
after relieving the distress of the latter.

(i) Distress-dispelling

‘
(ii) Eternal Heroes: The Nitya Sﬁris ’, Ananta, Garuda,
VisvaRSena and other celestials, ever alert in the Lord’s
intimate service in Yonder Heavens, and ever free, in
the sense that they never passed through the gruelling
mill of ‘ Samsara’ the cycle of birth and death.

(iii)

‘

Matinalam‘ in the original text means ‘wisdom-love

’

which can be expanded as follows:
(a) God granted me ‘wisdom’ as well as ‘love’.*
‘Bhakti rupipanna Jﬁana or intellectual love of God-
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(b) The secondinterpretatlon ascribed to SriParésara
Bhattar is! “ God gave me loving wisdom or

wisdom partaking of the nature of love to
God, vigorous from the very root like the
‘Karurikﬁli’ (a heavy wood-Acasia catechu).
Whereas. in the case of others, love of God
is a growth from acts of virtue, in the case
of the Alvars, such love was induced in
them by God’s spontaneous grace, and love
to God, in this context, is none other than
the heart and mind, perfectly blended and
attuned to the loving service of God.

Nammélvir was one characterised by love to God (bhakti) or characterised
by surrender to the will of God (prapatti),
the great preceptor, Empar, replied that the
saint had surrendered his will entirely to God
and that love to God, in his case, was merely a
habit by which he sustained himself, very
different from the generality of us, who, while
ostensibly resigned to His will, seek employment, too, f0r obtaining food, etc. In the
Saint’s case, Lord Krsna was unto him everything—food, drink and every other luxury.

(c) Queried whether

(iv) Rid

of ignorance: Clear-cut knowledge, absolutely free
from non-apprehension (ajﬁﬁna) or the error of mistaking the body for the soul, wrong apprehension
(anyatha-jﬁﬁna) or the error of owing allegiance to
other than the Supreme Lord (min0r deities) and
‘
inverted
vwarita-jﬁﬁna’ (nus-apprehension
or
apprehension), the error of thinking that the individual soul is the independent master and can
enjoy itself (like the kaivalya class) whereas it is
the sole servitor of the Lord, in whom vests
the inviolable right to enjoy the former—such
blemishless knowledge was dowered on the saint by
the Lord’s free Graccgan act of Grace galore!
http://acharya.org
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Mayan-akam malarn ara malarmicai elutarurn
Manan-unarvu alavu ilan, pori-unarvuavai ilan,
[nan unar, mulu nalam, etir nikal kalivinum
[nan ilan, enan uyir, mikunarai ilané.

(1—1-2)

Translation
The Supreme Lord, peerless at all times, past, present and
future, the embodiment of bliss and knowledge in their perfection,
much beyond the grasp of the senses, outside the ken of comprehension of even the thoroughly cleansed mind of the Yogi, He is
my good soul. 0 my mind, lift yourself up to the dazzling, distress-dispelling feet of such a Great One.
Notes
(i) In the ﬁrst stanza, it was said that there was none above
the Lord. The doubt might, however, arise whether
He has any equal and now it is declared that He has
no equal either.
(ii) It might sound strange that the Lord is beyond the COmprehension of even the ‘Yogi’, with a thoroughly
cleansed mind; the fact is, even he can comprehend
Him only as inﬁnite and immeasurable, free from the
limiting adjuncts of the other two entities (Tattvas),
namely, ‘Jiva’ (individual soul or ‘cit’, that which
perceives) and matter (‘acit’, that which does not
perceive).

Ilan atu, utaiyan itu: ena ninaivu ariyavan;
Nilanitai vicumpitai uruvinan, aruvinan;
Pulanotu pulan alan, olivu ilan; paranta an
Nalan utai oruvanaj nanukinam name.

(1—1—3)

Translation
Could He be said to possess that one and not this other thing?
No, He pervades, without intermission, the entire Universe, the
region high up as well as those below the earth at all times; He
abides in all non-sentient things (matter), having form and size
as well as the forrnless sentient beings within them all (individual
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souls), and He is yet beyond the grasp of the senses.
we to have attained Him of peerless glory!

Blessed are

Notes
(i) The Lord was revealed in the ﬁrst stanza, in His transcendental glory in the High Heavens and He is now
described as the all-pervasive Internal Controller,
dwelling in the heart 0f every one, even on this side of
heaven, the land of dark nescience, for the sustenance of
His ‘ Iiﬁ-vibhﬁti’ or the Sportive universe.
(ii) Notwithstanding the king’s sovereignty over the entire
land, he and his royal consorts lovingly raise orchards
and ﬂower gardens as a matter of recreation, and tend
them with special care. The Sportive universe (”15
vibhﬁti) is a similar creation of the Lord. raised and
retained at His volition.

Nam avan lVaI} uvan, aval ival uval eval,
Tim avar ivar uvar, atu itu utu etu,
Vim avai ivai uvai, avai nalam, tinku avai,
Am avai, iyavai, ayninra avaré.

(1—1—4)

Translation
We, the masculine beings over here, as well as those at a distance, near at hand and in between. the feminine species similarly
situated, all things collectively seen here, there and everywhere,
what can be individually pointed out as this, that and the other,
the non-sentient things, good, bad, perishable and imperishable,
things that were, are and will be, all these subsist in Him. (In
other words. all these are sustained. directed and controlled
by him).
AvaraVar tamatamatu ativu ari vakaivakai
Avaravar iraiyavar ena ati ataivarkal;
Avaravar iraiyavar kuraivu ilar; Izaiyavar
Avaravar vitivali ataiya nintanaré.

(1—1—5)

Translation
Different grades of people, with varying degrees of spiritual
knowledge and calibre, seek favours from miner deities (Agni,
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Indra etc.) whom they propitiate as their God. If those deities, in
turn, bestow the boons sought by their votaries, to the extent
deserved by them, it is only through the grace of the Supreme Lord,
(Sriman Ndrﬁyarta) who stays inside these deities (as their internal
controller) and maintains them.
Notes
(1)

The sastrasproclaimthat the Supreme Lard (purusottama)
alone is the granter of all felicities and destroyer of all
evils.*

(it) But for the inﬂux of the requisite power from the Supreme
Lord, which maintains the minor deities in their respective positions of authority, the minor deities, by
themselves, would be incapable of extending favours to
their votaries and vouch—saﬁng protection to them; if
they did, all by themselves, it would indeed be just
as miraculous as the earthen elephants and horses,
stationed in battle array, in the precincts of the petty
pagodas of demi-gods (Eartha), on the outskirts of
villages and towns, actually going to battle—a veritable
impossibility!

Nintanar iruntanar kitantanar titintanar,
Nimjlar iruntilar kitantilar tirintilar,
Eng-um or iyalvinar ena ninaivu ariyavar;
Enrum or iyalvotu ninta em titare.

(1—1-6)

Translation
We have it on the ﬁrm authority of the Vedas, that it is our
Supreme Lord, who controls and sustains the different postures of
standing, sitting, lying and wandering about, of one and all, as
well as their abstinance therefrom, Himself being immutable
(undergoing no change whatsoever) and yet beyond speciﬁc scrutiny and comprehension.

"‘Na sampadam samihate vibhatim vinivartane, samartho dhrijyate
Kascit tam vim's Puruottamaiii."
http://acharya.org
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Notes
(i) In s'tanzas 4 and '5, the Supreme Lord was shown to
be the ‘Sole‘ ‘Architect and Sustainer of the created
world of differences (Iila vibhﬁti) and now, in this
stanza, He is declared to be the Cause of motion as well
’
as rest- ‘ pravrtti as well as ‘ nivrztz' ’.

a poser whether God, on Whom all our actions 01'
motions are said to be dependent, is again required
to bring our activity to rest, Empir replied in the
afﬁrmative and brought home the point by citing the
example of sage Viévamitra, who had pushed King
‘Trisanku’, bodily, on to Svarga, arresting his fall
therefrom and making him stay mid-way in the

(ii) To

process.

Tita vicumpu, eri, vali nit, nilam ivaimicaip
Patar porul muluvatum ay, avai avaitorum
Uta] micai uyir enak karantu, enkum parantulag:
Cutar miku curutiyul ivai unta curané.

(1—1—7)

Translation
The Supreme Lord, enshrined in the shining sruti (scripturesVedis) is the Material cause of the basic elements of ‘ a'kﬁs'a‘
(ether), air, ﬁre, water and earth, which combined to usher in the
worlds, with a vast variety of colours and forms; He pervades them
all, in and out, like unto the soul inside the body and remains
invisible; He contains them all inside His stomach (during the
period of deluge).

Note
The preceding stanzas, which declare that God is all-in-all,
might smack of monistic philosophy, making it out that
God is the one and only entity fromvwhom all things emanated, which are thus merely His manifestations. Now it
is clariﬁed that the Lord is apart from the non-sentient things
and sentient beings and enters them all as ‘ Antaryamin ’
(Internal Controller), like unto the soul inside the body, an
enunciation based on no less than the authority of the
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Curar arivu—aru nilai Vin m
Varan mutalay, avai mulutu unta paraparan

Puram oru mﬁnru erittu, amararklrum ariviyantu,
Aran ayan ena, ulalcu alittu amaittu ulane.

(1—1—8)

'Ihmslation
The Supreme Lord is beyond the comprehension of even
Brahma and other Curar (Devas); He is the material cause of the
primordial matter, the other elements and all that exist, and safeguards them all inside His Stomach during the period of deluge;
He is the one who (functioningthrough Siva) destroyed the three
unique ﬂying citadels. He is the propagator of knowledge to the
Amarar (Devas) through Brahma; He creates the worlds and
dissolves them through Ayty (Brahmﬁ) and Amy (iiva) standing
within them (as their Inner Sell).

Note
It has been made out in the preceding stanzas that (1) Lord
Mahavisnu is the Supreme Lord, proclaimed, as such, by
the Vedas and (2) He is the Soul of all that exist, controls
their creation, sustentationand dissolution. All these might
appear to be one-sided, displaying a marked partiality f0r
Mahavisnu, ignOring the claims of the Stalwarts like Brahma,
Rudra and other powerful Devas, who have to their credit
several achievements, such as creation of the worlds
and dissolution thereof, destruction of the ﬂying citadels
of the three tough demons, etc. By way of dispellingthe
superﬁcial belief and knowledge that Mahévisnu is but a
co-functionary, on a par with Brahma and Rudra, that
Mahévisnu has the limited function of sustentation only,
while the other two are the sole monarchs of their respective
ﬁelds of creation and dissolution, it is now stated that all
the three functions vest in Mahavisnu alone, who gets
them discharged through the appropriate authority. Svetésvatﬁropanisad clariﬁes that Brahma emerged frcm the
lotus ﬂower that blossomed on the stalk sprouting from
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Mahﬁvisnu’s navel and was imparted by Him, the requisite
knowledge of the Védzis to carry on the work of creation and
disseminate the Vedas to others. As regards the function
of dissolution, Rudra and Yama have their own limitations
which Mahivisnu transcends as their Inner Self. sustaining,
directing and controlling them all.

Ulan enil ulan, avan uruvam iv uruvukal;
alan enil, avar_1 aruvam iv aruvulcal;
Ulan ena, ilan ena, ivai kunam utaimaiyil,
Ulan iru takajmaiyotu, olivu ilan paranté.

(1—1—9)

Translation

it said (as the theists say), “ He is,“ or (as the atheist: say)
“He is not", (both ways) His existence is established. He exists,
at all times and in all places together with the aggregate of the
formless sentient beings and the non-sentient things with shape
and size, both in the gross state (embodied and therefore visible)
and in the subtle state (disembodied and therefore objectively
Be

imperceptible)

.

Notes
(i) The theists (Vaidikas) are thosewho subscribe to the

authority of the Vedas;

(ii) The atheists (Nastikas) are those who deny the existence
of God. Denial can and ought to be only with respect
to a thing, which forms the subject of such denial. That
thing should be there, at least nationally, as ‘ nothing ‘,
as such, doas not warrant denial, rather needs no denial.
Thus, this stanza cuts across the exponents of ‘ Sunya
Vida ’ or the doctrine of nothing-mess. The Upanisadic
text Zasat vs idamagra itsith‘ refers to the invisible
subtle state (too subtle to be visible), when this world
which forms Brahman’s body was gradually reabsorbed
into Brahman, each constituent element being refunded
into its immediate cause. The word ‘asat’ italicized
in the text, does not connote a state of nothingness or
non-existence but the ‘ subtle‘ state as distinguished
from the gross 0r visible, manifest state.
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(1—1)

Paranta tan paravaiyul nirtorum parantulan
Paranta antam itu ena: nilam vicumpu olivu arak
Karanta cil itantorum itam tikal porultorurn
Karantu, enkum parantulan; ivai unta karané.

(1—1—10)

Translation
The Lord pervades every little bit of the oceanic waters, cool
and sprawling (and yet does not feel cramped but. on the other
hand), He feels as easy there as in the expansive world outside.
Either on earth or the upper regions (in the whole universe) there
is no place where He is not immanent, dwelling, as He does secretly,
in the heart of all things and being hOWever minute, and in all places
(imperceptible to the things and beings pervaded bv Him cur
ﬁrm and eternal). He is the Lord, who contains them all within
Himself, during the period of deluge (in the state of dissolution).
Notes
(i) The Individual Soul, of the size of a minute speck, pervades
the body it gets into, only by dint of its attributive
consciousness; in the very nature of things, it cannot be
co-extensive and co-expansive with the body it occupies,
like God, who is omnipresent, not being conditioned
by any limiting adjuncts of the other two entities,
namely, spirit (Jiva) and matter.
(ii) The doubt as to how the Lord can pervade the inside out
of the Individual Soul, of the size of a mere speck (subatomic) gets automatically resolved, seeing that the
Lord, in but a juvenile form, contains all the worlds
during the period of deluge—if the golden stomach,
which devoured all the butter stored up by the damsels
in the pastoral village of Golcul, could contain within it
all the worlds as well, why should one doubt the Lord’s
pOWer of pervasion of the minutest of things, both in
and out?

Kara vicumpu, eri, vali, nit, nilam: ivaimicai
Varan-navil, tiral, vali, ali, porai iyninra
Par-an atimél kurukﬁrc cataképan col
Niral-nirai ayirattu ivai pattum vité.
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Translation
The foregoing ten stanzas, Out of the thousand, rich alike
in sound and substance (matter and manner of expression), sung by
Catakbpan of Kurukﬁr, in adoration of the Glorious Feet of the
Supreme Lord, the great Contriver and Controller of the ﬁve elements, the spatial ether, air, ﬁre, water and earth, with their
respective basic qualities of sound, force, heat, chillness and en—
‘
durance, shall lead (the chanters on) to Moksa’ (ﬁnal emanci‘
the
of
terriﬁc cycle of birth
Samsara
’,
the
bondage
pation from
and death).
Notes
(i) This sets the pattern of the entire work, the last stanm
of each decad indicating the beneﬁts accruing to One
who chants the 801135 in the decad and/or learns the
meanings thereof. One might wonder how the Saint
could refer to the size of the work. as comprising
thousand stanzas right at the start. Well, there are two
ways of lookingat it, namely,
(a) as one whose knowledge was fully inspired
by God, he knew that he would reel off a
thousand stanzas; and
(b)

the poet could not sustain himself except by
singing a thousand songs in adoration
of the Lord, and thus it was a matter
already contemplated by him, a resolu—
ion, as it were, to sing as many songs.

(ii) Summing up, in this stanza, the decad as a whole, the
Saint has made it abundantly clear that our salvation
lies in seeking refuge at the Lord’s Feet, the path of
loving surrender to God being the central theme of
the whole work, otherwise known as ‘ DIrgha Sammigati'. Actually, the ﬁrst decad is the epitome of the
entire hymnal, even as the ﬁrst three stanzas of this
decad sum up the topic of the whole decad while the
ﬁrst stanza is the quintessence of the ﬁrst three
stanZas and the opening line of the ﬁrst stanza. the
brilliant summary thereof.
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(Vitamin murravum)
Preamb‘le
The transcendental glory of the Supreme Lord, His Supremacy
as the material cause as well as the efﬁcient cause and ﬁnal cause of
all life and being, the fact of His being the one and only Giver,
either directly or through other minor deities, whose favours their
respective votaries seek, His lustrous Feet being the sure and certain
means of salvation f0r one and all, all these having been revealed
to the Saint by the Lord Himself, the Saint revelled in this blissful
knowledge, in the preceding Tiruvaymcli. Far from being selﬁsh
and self-centred, he wanted to share all this knowledge with his
fellow beings, as a matter of mutual joy and enlightenment. But,
alas! he found them all steeped in worldly life, just the very reverse
of what he was. . And yet, He would not lose heart. Banking on
their inherent capacity to discriminate between good and bad
things, he now exhorts them to give up the elusive and obnoxious
pleasures of worldly life, disengage themselves frOm the erroneous
notions of ‘ I’ and ‘ Mine’ and dedicate themselves to the apprehension of the limitless Wealth and splendour of the Supreme Lord
and reap the rich harvest of eternal bliss and beatitude. In this
decad, the Alvin also teaches that true renunciation is of the mind,
as distinguished from mere bodily displacements, such as ﬂeeing
away from the haunts of men and living a secluded life in a forest.
No place is Safe and impregnable to the invasion of temptations
which could molest the mind, as seen from the examples of AdiBharata (Jada-Bharaté) and Soubhari. The Alvir exhorts, in the
third stanza of this dead, as follows:

“ Pluck out the disease of ‘ I-ness ’ and ‘ My-ness
right from the roots and join the Lord ”.

’,

Renunciation, therefore, lies in disengaging one’s mind from
‘
the erroneous notions of I ’ and ‘ Mine ’ and surrendering
oneself, in 1010, to the will of God. Examples of such mental
renunciation are found in King Janaka and Saint Kulacékara Did
not the former say, unaffected by the illusory ﬁre inducted by Sage
Suka, “ Miﬂliliyin': pradagdhéyan'l na me kiﬁcitpradahyate?"‘

' If Mithila is burnt, it is Mithila

burnt; what

is

it to me"
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Kulacékara Alvar sang, in his ‘ Perumal Tirumoli, IV deoad:
Stanza 5:

“ This realm, with all its wealth, l abjure,
Riding the elephant in rut, frightful to behold;
The blessing of being a shrub, I implore,
At lovely Tiruvél‘lkatam, abode of my Liege, Lord ”_
Stanza 7:

“ Little do I value being a King of Kings,
all that name and fame,
Holding sway under a single parasol.
white as the full moon;
Instead, ‘tis my earnest will that I should,
as a jungle stream.
Course through Tirumalai, with its honey—
studded ﬂower gardens ”.
Vitumin mugavum; vitu ceytu, urn uyir
Vitu utaiyﬁnitai vitu ceymminé.

(1—2—1)

Translation
Give up, in toto, [all that militates against holding a rapport
with God] and giving up thus, surrender yourself unto (Him) the
Custodian [the great Ordainer and Granter] of Heaven.
Notes
(i) Sriman Narayana is the Granter of Heaven, and yet the
Alvar has not straightaway revealed that Holy Name,
just to set the mind (of the listener) on to enquire, that
is, stimulate spiritual investigation. Actually, the
revelation comes in the tenth stanza.
(ii) What is emphasised in this stanza is the sacriﬁce of the
worldly appetites to the surpassing love and beauty of
God, the supreme preference to God, as against the
adulteratiOn of the senses towards earthly disposition.
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(1—2)

If giving up has been mentioned ﬁrst and surrender to
the Lord next. one has to appreciate this sequence in
the context of a child holding by the hand a live snake,
and the elders around crying out: “ Drop it down, drop
it down, it is a snake l" Another example would be
a passer-by, seeing a house on ﬁre, exhorts the inmates
of the house, “ Come out, come out, your house is on
The emphasis thus rests on that which is to be
ﬁre
escheWed, it being obnoxious, the very antithesis of theLord to whom we owe undivided allegiance.
Mignin nilai ila mag 11in akkaikal;
itattu, Igai ungumin nIrE.

Er_u_1um

(1—2—2)

Translation
You will do well to pause for a while and discover for your
selves that the bodies the souls getinto [and look upon as the media
for the enjoyment of sensual pleasures] last no more than the
(ﬂeeting) lightning.

Nit numatu emu

ivai vérmutal miyttu, Itai

Cérmin; uyirkku atan nér nigai

1115.

(1—2—3)

Translation
‘
‘
’
Cutting out, root and branch, all sense of You and Yours "
join the Lord; there is nothing as good as that for the Souls [there
can be no greater felicity than that].

Note

It would indeed be difﬁcult to enumerate the thousand and'
odd things to be eschewed and discarded. And so, the poet
just tackles the root causes of all the evils, which have to be
eradicated in toto. Instead of wording as ‘I’ and ‘Mine’,
the Alvir has cautiously put it in the second person, as.
‘
You ’ and ‘ Yours ’, in this stanza, lest the very things he
abhors and advises others to eradicate should corrupt him:
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even at the mere mention thereof, in the ﬁrst person—the
risk of getting his tongue blistered, avoided.
Illatum ullatum allatu avan uru;
Ellai i] an nalam: pulku, pagu arté.

(1—2—4)

Translation
Renouncing all else, seek Him (isvara) of limitless bliss, very
different from the [seemingly] non-existent [ﬂeeting and everchauging] material things and the ever-existing (non-changing)
sentient beings [with their limiting adjuncts].
Note
An inexhaustible fountain of bliss that the Lord is, one has
to attach oneself to such a fountain, only through a complete
severance of attachment to the ephemeral and illusory
worldly pleasures and distractions, with uncompromising
rigidity; hence, this advice of the Alvér to the fellow-beings.

Anatu panu enil, unatu vitu uyir;
Cemt atu man util, aml irai pane.

(1-2—5)

Translation
Freed from worldly attachments, the Scul attains emancipation
{from the erstwhile bondage]; howeverI shunning that [menacing
state of self-enjoyment, known as kaivalya make-a], seek ﬁrmly the
[bliss of eternal service to the Supreme] Lord,with exclusivedevotion
unto Him.
Note
Mere liberation from bondage resulting in a state of the lustrous soul getting lost in self-enjoyment (kaivalya moksa)
is yet another hurdle, very menacing indeed, to be got over.
being a serious impediment to the far superior and blissful
experience of service unto the Lord on the yonder side of
heaven, this ‘kaivalya’ state also deserves to be shunned
and discarded.
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Pan'u ilag-icanum, mugavum ninranan;
Pan'u ilaiyéy, avan muggil atailké.

(1—2—6)

Translation
Ican (the Supreme Lord), being solely attached to His
devotees, He is All-in-One’ (everything) unto them. And so, [ye
worldlings]! hold on to Him and get absorbed in serving Him
exclusively.
Note

Thinking that the worldlings (whom the Alvir addresses) might
have their own misgivings about the easy accessibility of
the Supreme Lord, Whom they are being asked to court and
venerate, the doubt is being cleared in this stanza. Side by
side with overlordship there is in Him the astounding
quality of amazing simplicity, which predominates and
makes it appear that this is His naturaltrait, and the other
quality of Supremacy is super-imposed, rather serving as.
a foil against which the former shines all the more.
‘

Atanku elil campattu ataﬁkak kantu, Ican
Atanku eli] aktu enru atankuka ullé.

(1.2.7).

'Ihuslation
Realise that all this exceedingly enchanting cosmic wealth,
you behold, is that of lean [and that you are but a part of that];
[with this sense of belonging] it beh0ves you to blend yourself'
into it.
Notes
(i) No doubt, it Was duly emphasised in the preceding stanzas
that the Lord’s native simplicity is far more pronounced
than His overlordship, might and majesty. But the
very thought of His majesty puts us, the insigniﬁcant
tiny little beings nowhere, just like a bit of straw
drifting on the bosom of the mighty Ocean, being
borne back to the shore by the curlng waves. But
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all this fear would vanish when we realise that we
form part of His possessions and are thus rightfully
entitled to approach'Him, in love, without fear of
such vast distance existing betWeen Him and us. as
between the ocean and the straw.

(ii) The miraculous- change wrought by this sense of
belonging has been happily illustrated by that great
PreceptOr, Naﬁciyar. as follows:
(a) A merchant went overseas for trading leaving
his wife behind in an advanced state of pregnancy. A son was born to them and grew
up nicely. Years rOIlcd 0n and yet the
merchant did not come back home. There
was an exhibition in a neighbouring place at
which the little boy took up a stall and sold his
wares. Just then, the aforesaid merchant also
returned from abroad and took up a neighbouring stall. There arose a quarrel, one of
those days, over the encroachment of goods
in their booths and when it grew violent a
passer-by, who knew them both, pointed out
that the elderly merchant was quarrelling
with his own son. Hostilities ceased immediately and gave place to mutual remorse, with
the happy reunion of father and son.
(1))

It was a lovely garden and the Prince had a
great mind to enter it. But then, he was afraid
of trespassing into somebody’s garden and,
therefore, stood hesitatingly at the entrance.
However, as soon as some one said.“ This
garden belongs to your father. the King", all
fear vanished and he dashed inside, roamed
about and enjoyed to his heart's content. So
does our fear to apprOach the Almighty
vanish as soon as we realise that we are
His children. the natural objects of His
boundless love.
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Ullam urai ceyal ulla im mt'mr
Ullik ketuttu, Irai-ullil otui'a /.
Translation
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meant to be solely dedicated to Irai(
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exclusive service, duly divested of all their ers
1e misplaced
attachments and inhibitions.
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Otunka avankan, Otunkalum ellam
Vitum; pinnum, akkai vitumpolutu enné.

(1-2—9)

Translation
Once you (realise your true relationship with God, He, as the
Proprietor and you, as His property and) dedicate yourselfto Him
(with this awakening), all your sins (which kept you away from
Him, so long) will cease; (once the cause ceases, the effect, namely,
the body which tethers you will automatically cease) await then, the
day when the physical body falls off.
Nah:
As soon as the body drops oﬁ, salvation, sure and certain, waits
at the door of one who entrusts oneself to the Lord’s
keeping, with the spiritual awakening, as ab0ve.
En perukku an nalattu on porul-iru ila
Van pukal Naranan tin kalal céré.

(I—2—10)

Translation
Seek ye, the mighty feet (the sure haven of all) of Naranan, who
is, at once, the abode of countless souls of vast excellence and an
inexhaustible fountain of bliss, the repository of innumerable
auspicious attributes.
Nntes
(i) The Alvar concludes this, his ﬁrst address to the
fellow-beings, by teaching them how to pray, that is,

szcemwyk
-Msl‘l
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by gtvmg out the substanCc of the eight-lettered
‘Tirumantra ’, as above.
(ii) Kﬁrattilvﬁn, who was teaching Tiruviymcli to his two
sons, Bhattar and Srirémappillai, stopped short when
he Came to this stanza, explanatory of the holy prayer
(Tirumantra),which had to be taught by their constituted
Guru, Sri Empér, residing in the same street, just a few
houses oﬂ". Alvén ordered the two youngsters to go to
their Guru and learn the meaning of this stanza. Just
as they were leaving, he called them back, saying:

“ Stay! life is precarious and uncertain and one does not
know who may live and who may die the next moment.
You may, therefore, hear (the esoteric meaning of this
verse) from myself.” He then proceeded to explain
to them the purport of this stanza which has a direct
bearing on ‘ Tirumantra ’. This only goes to emphasize
that not a moment should be lost in learning the Science
that will lead us to God, the more so, when human
life is precarious and uncertain.
Cérttatat ten kurukﬁrc cataképan col
C'n't totai iyirattu 6111a ip patté.

(1—2—11)

Translation
These ten stanzas, out of the thousand, sung in accurate
metrical composition, by Catakopan of Tirunakari, with lovely
ponds, convey his well-thought-out message (for the uplift and
emancipation of mankind).

First Centum—Third Decad (1-3)
(Pattu utai Atiyavar)
Preamble

In the ﬁrst decad of this centum, the Alvér spoke of the Supereminent glory of the Lord and, in the very next decad, he exhorted
the worldlings to turn their minds God-ward and get abSOrbed in
Him, with whole-hearteddevotion. But then, they felt that they
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were no better than the man, [me of both hands, being required to
mount an elephant. Now, in this decad, the Alvar puts them at
ease by depicting the disarming simplicity of the Lord,1ikeunto an
elephant making itself so pliable as to enable even such a lame man
to mount it easily. Speaking about the Supreme Lord’s easy
accessibility (saulabhya), the Alvar at once conjures up the vision
of His being tied down to a mere pounder, when He, as Krsna, the
cowherd boy, got caught in the act of stealing butter—the
very antithesis of His transcendent g10ry as the consert of Sri
Mahi Laksmi, residing on His Winsome chest. Oh, what a
contrast and what an amazing simplicity, which literallystruck the
poet dumb, nay, sent him into a deep trance, lasting six months!
Here is an episode of episodes, melting down the hearts of the true
devotees into running rivulets. As Sri Vedanta Desika Says, in
his rapturous composition ‘ Yadavabhyudaya’, mere contem—
plation of this episode leads to our release from bondage.

Pattu utai atiyavarlck‘u eliyavan, pirarkalukku ariya
Vittakan, Malarmakal virumpum nam arumperal atikal
Matt'u urn katai vennai kalavinil uravitai yappuntu
(1—3—1)
Ettiram, uralinotu inaintiruntu énkiya elivé.
Translation
Those who unto Him turn their minds,in utter devotion, He is
easily accessible but is the Mystic, difﬁcult of attainment by others.
(Oh, what a wonder, as a mere infant, fondled by Yaéoc‘a and other
damsels of Golcul, he could vanquish the demoniac Pﬁthami, Saka—
gﬁéura and a host of others !) Eagerly sought Malarmakal (Sri
Mahdlakgmi), who emerged from the soft lotus ﬂower and yet did
not take to it kindly but took her abode on the br0ad and Winsome
chest of the Lord), what a marvel, our Lord, difficult to attain,
was seen reduced to the abjectposition of a weeping child, fastened
by the chest to a pounder (by Yaéﬁdﬁ, as a punishment) for stealing
butter off the churning rod-a paragon of simplicity galore!

Note
The Alvér is said to have gone into a trance for as many as six

months, contemplating the amazing simplicity of the
Supreme Lord, as brought out in this stanza.
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Elivarum iyalvinan nilai varampu ila pala pigappiy;
Olivarum mulu nalam mutal ila, Kétu ila; vitu am
Telitarum nilaimaiyatu olivu ilar_1 muluvatum; igaiyon
Alivarum arulinotu akattanan, purattanan amainte. (1—3—2)
Preamble
Tradition has it that Sri Matura Kavi and several other savauts,
of listening to ‘ Tiruvéymcli ’ from.
the sacred lips of the Alvin gathered round the insensate Alvir and
eagerly awaited his return to his senses. It was after the lapse of a.
period of six months, that the Alvz'u- recovered himself, took up the
thread where he had left it and proceeded to expatiate on the Lord‘s
aforesaid ‘ Saulabhya’ (easy accessibility) by saying that He is
simplicity itself (simplicity personiﬁed).
who had the great good fortune

Translation
The Lord is the very personiﬁcation of simplicity, which helps
all His numerous auspicious qualities, without beginning or end,
shine forth; having made innumerable descents without restriction
of manner of birth and place of descent, it is always the Lord’s
prerogative to grant that cleansed and clariﬁed state (known as
‘
Moksa ’). Shedding, with sweet spontaniety, His unlimited grace
unto the devotees (and doing even odd jobs fer them) He is
beyond the reach of others (the inimical).
Amaivu
Amaivu
Amajvu
Amaivu

utai
utai
utai
utai

araneri muluvatum uyarvu are uyarntu
mutal ketal otivu itai ata nilam atuim
amararum, yivaiyum yavarum tip 511:,
Naranan miyaiyai aripavar yéré?
(1—3—3)

Translation
Who indeed can comprehend the wonderful secret of the
descents (Avatﬁras) of (Lord) Naranan, the appropriate abode of
all sentient beings including the ‘ Amaras' (the exalted Brahma
and other celestials) of outstanding eminence by virtue of their
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moral attainments of a high, degree and mental perfection. as well
as the non-sentientthings?
Note
None can indeed comprehend this divine secret, neither the
ever-free, eternal angels (Nitya Sﬁris) in the yonder
Heaven, totally immersed in the enjoyment of the Lord, in
that transcendent setting nor the worldlings, engrossed in
their pursuit after food and rairnent nor even the Ailvﬁrs,
although blest by the Lord with perfect lcnowledge, as they
just get entranced by the mere contemplation of the Lord’s
astounding simplicity and thaw down.
Yirum 6r nilaimaiyan ena arivu—arlya em perumin,
Yarnm 6r nilaimaiyan ena arivu-eliya em perumag,
Pémm 6r ayiram pira pala utaiya em pemmin,
(1—3—4)
Pérum 6r uruvamum ulatu illai, ilat'u illai pinakké.
Translation
Our Sire, bearing a thousand (innumerable) names and (the)
farms (appropriate thereto) can be comprehended, as such, (by the
devotees, hOWever meagre, their intelectand poor, their parentage);
(on the other hand) the ungodly who bear no love for Him cannot
comprehend His names and forms (however exalted be their knowledge and parentage); (And so), there is a perennial debate (between
these two sets of people) one group afﬁrming that the Lord goes by
several names and forms and the other group asserting that He
has none of these.

Pinakku ara aru vakaic camayamum neri ulli urajtta
Kanakku aru nalattanan; antam il ati arn pakavag;
Vanakku ﬁtait tavaneri vali nir_n_'u, puraneri kalaikattu,
Unakkumin, pacai are! avanutai unarvukontu unarnté.(I—3—5)
'Irauslation
The eternal Lord, the lovely Primate possessing the Six principal attributes of knowledge, strength, sovereignty, valour, power
and splendour) has set at naught the six heretical philosophical
doctrines (fﬁnkhya,Yoga, Kanﬁra, Bouddha, Jaina and Pdéupada) by
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setting forth the cream of the Vedic teachings in His Song celesrial’ (Gita). Imbibing the quintessence of those teachings, stick
to the path of loving surrender to His Sweet grace (Prapatti mﬁrga)
to the exclusion of all the other paths of discipline, drying up, at
the same time. the erstwhile springs of bodily pleasures in toto (not
merely through non-indulgence in them but through a positive

aversiOn thereto).

Note
As regards the concrete manner of w0rshipping the Supreme
Lord, the Alvér, calls upon the fellow beings to tread the
path of ‘ Bhakti’ (God-love of melting tenderness of heart)
indicated by the Lord Himself in His ‘ Song Celestial’.
Unamtu
Unarntu
Unarntu
Unarntu

unarntu ilintu akanru uyarntu uru viyanta ignilaimai
unarntu unarilum, irainilai unarvu aritu uyirkill
unarntu uraittu uraittu Ari ayan aran ennum ivarai
unarntu uraittu uraittu, iraiﬂcumin manapptttam
(1—3—6)ogre.

Preamble
Worldlings to the AZIVEr:

“ 0h, Saint, to us with limited knowledge. the Trinity, standing in a row, Brahma, Virzm and Rudra, appear to be all of the same
stature. Pray, enlighten us, as to whether it is actually so or one
of them is Superior to the other two or there is yet another Power
superior to all the three, so that we may worship that Supreme
Authority ”.
The Alvir’s reply is as in this stanza, vide gist given below:
Translation
“ For the Jiwitmﬁ (individual Soul, with its innate intelligence
and keen perception pervadingfar and wide), it ispossible to know
its own inherent nature and quality through a rigorous process of
enquiry, intuition and contemplation. But a similar perception
by the Individual Soul, of Irainilai (the Divine Nature, Isvara
Svarupa) is hardly possible. (And yet) ye folks, better study'
intensely and dispassionately (the authoritative texts highlighting)
the individual traits and course of conduct of Ari (Nériyana,
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Ayan (Brahma) and Amy (Rudra) and (in the process) ﬁx your
mind ﬁrmly on the one who impresses you as the Supreme Lord
and worship Him (by reciting His names and the relative Mantras)
with deep devotion. (Such a study will easily reveal that Ndrﬁynga
is the Supreme, the Internal Controller of all, including Brahma
and Rudra, that He is wholly ‘ Sﬁrvik ’ while Brahmﬁ and Rudra
have a blend of ‘ Rijasik’ and ‘ tﬁmasz‘k ’ traits, He is the great
Ordaincr and the others are the ordained, so on and so forth).

snap pala ena arivu-arum vativinul Ilium
elil Naranan Ninmukan aran engum ivarai
Onra num manattu vaittu, ulli, num iru pacai aruttu
(1—3—7)
Nanru er_1a nalam ccyvatu avanitai nammutai male.
Ont-u

Nar_u_'u

Translation
May you ponder in your mind, dispassionately, over the
relative merits of the Gods. Naranau beaming through His
auspicious attributes, ﬁrm and ﬁne, Nanmukan (the four—headed
Brahma) and Ara; (Rudra), who look so much alike that it is difﬁcult
to comprehendwhether they are one or many; may you also investigate (with the help of authoritative texts) and discern that there
is but one God (and that is Ndrﬁyagza, the Super—Soul residing in all,
including BrahmE and Rudra); with this discovery you will do well
to give up your allegiance to the other two (Brahma and Rudra) as
God and attach yourselves ﬁrmly to Nﬁrﬁyana (as the one and only
God) during your life-time.

Nalum ningu atu nama palamai am kotuvinai utané
Malum, 6r kuraivu illai; manag—akam malam engak kaluvi,
Nalum nam tiru utai atikal-tam nalam-kalal vananki,
(I—3—8)
Malum or itattilum vanakkotu mélvatu valamé.
Translation

If we cleanse our minds of the dirt (of misconceived notion of
parity among the ‘Thiru-Murties’, Brahma‘, Vignu and Siva) through
that bleaching agent, called wisdom, and worship daily at the feli-citous feet of our Lord, the gracious consort of Tim (Sri
MahﬁIaks'mI), all our past sins which had been tormenting us so
far will die out at once, and we will be free from wants of any
http://acharya.org
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His
lap, even while dying.
on
repose

kind. (It

(i) To a question supposed to have been put to the Alvir by
his interlocutors, whether their accumulated, age-long
sins will not operate as a serious impediment to their
worshipping the Lord, this stanza provides the answer.
No doubt. the Sistras proclaim.* that one cannot but
taste the fruits of one’s actions; in other words, the
sins can be liquidated only by the compulsory process
of undergoing the prescribed sufferings. That is all
right, so far as the potentiality of the reactions of one’s
own past Karma goes. But that can be no bar to the
operation of the Lord’s mighty grace, full and ﬂooding,
washing away all sins the moment one surrendersto
Him, in the gracious presence of Mahélaksmi, the
Divine Mother. If past Karma is like the ﬁre that
burns out things, the Lord’s grace is like the water that
puts out ﬁre.
(ii) Again, assuming that the worldlings further pleaded that
time has run out already, and they have very little time
left in the present span, the Alvér says that it is never
too late; even if a decrepit old man dies, leaning
forWard on his stick, the Lord will be gracious enough
to take it as an act of obeisance to Him. The Alvin
stresses that it is better to bow unto Him, at least during
the last moments of one’s life, unlike Ravana whose
creed wasT not to bow unto any one till his death,
and even while dying.

Valattanan Tiripuram erittavan, itamperat tuntit
Talatt'u elu ﬁcaimukan pataitta nal ulakamum tanum

Pulappata, pinnum tag ulakattil akattanag tine;
Colap pukil, ivai pinnum vayirru 111a; ivaj avag tuyakké..
(1-3—9).
*
T

‘
‘

Nibhuktam Ksayate Karma. '.
Na nameyam tu kasyacit’.
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Translation

His (LOrd Maha Visnu’s) navel is the seat of Ticai mukm]
(Brahma), the creator of many a lovely world, while (Rudra) the
(Ostensible) destroyer of the three (ﬂying) citadels (and their demoniac chiefs) propitiates the Lord and gets allotted some space
to the right, on His (the Lord’s) broad,winsomechest (asa place of
shelter, in any emergency). He (The Lord) also makes Himself
visible to one and all, In the respective worlds (during His Avatﬁras).
In a manner of talking, these (great qualities of the Lord
are innumerable, but) are kept in His stomach (undisclosed, far
outnumbering those disclosed to us already); these are His
enigmatic ways indeed.

Tuyakku aru matiyil nal ﬁanattul amararait tuyakkum
Mayakku utai mayaika] vanilum periyana vallan;
Puyal—karu nirattanan; peru nilan katanta nal atip potu
Ayarppilan alat'ruvan, taluvuvag vanankuvan amamté.
(1—3—10)

Translation

If aberrations are noticeable (now and then) in the mental
attitudes of even those Amarars (Celestials) noted for clarity of
knowledge and understanding) (like Indra and the ‘Nitya Sﬁris‘,
the ever free angels like Garuda), towards the supreme Lord, that is
because the wonders (of His incarnation) exceed the bounds of the
expansive sky and thus (easily) bafﬂe them all. (Be that, as it
may) I (on my part) shall unremittingly bow before the lovely
feet of the cloud-hued Lord, which spanned the entire universe.
embrace and extol them, with a mind wholly detached from all
else.

Notes
(i) Speaking about the mental aberrations of even those
exalted personages, here are two typical anecdotes:
There was a time when the Devas were uprooted from
their homes and their women folks were kidnapped by
the Asuras. During His Avatira, as Lord Krsna, the
Lord fought out the demons and restored the home
and hearth to the Devas. While returning from that
expedition. Sri Krsna toak with Him a ﬂower plant,
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plucked out from Indra’s garden, to be planted in His
The ungrateful Indra would,
palace down below.
however, not tolerate it and, armed with his mace, he
went in hot pursuit of the Lord to snatch the plant
from Him.
(ii) And then, during the same Krsnivatéra, Garudé came
down to Earth in pursuit ofa snake which, however,
sought asylum in Lord Krsna. Naturally, the Lord
refused to release the snake when demanded by Garudﬁ,
and the latter made no secret of his resentment and
uttered such harsh w0rds as: “ Is this the reward for
my having carried you and your consorts on my
shoulders all these years? ”
Amararlcal tolutu ela alai katal kataintavan—tannai
Amar polil valan kurukﬁrc catakopag kunévalkal
Amar cuvai ayirattu, avaginul ivai pattum vallér
Amararotu uyarvil-eenru aruvar tam piravi am cigaiyé.
(1—3—11)

Translation
Those that are conversant with these ten songs, out of the
thousand sung sweetly, as a piece of Divine Service, by Catakbpan
of Kurukt'rr, rich and resourceful, in adoration of the one (Supreme
Lord) that churned the milk-ocean with its surging Waves, exciting
the warm admiration and deep reverence of the (otherwise selfcentred) Amarars (Devas) will get released from the ﬁrm and formidable grip of (the cycle of) births and join the holy band of the
Amarars (the celestials) in the High Heavens.

First Centum—Fourth Decad (1-4)
(Am

ci_1;a.iya

mata fariiy)

Preamble
The Sublime and the Sensual have always co-existed in both
the worlds-the mundane and the spiritual. There is, however, a
fundamental difference in their inter-relationship, in the respective
spheres. In the material world, the two are mutually exclusive,
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being diametrically opposed to each other. In the spiritual world,
that which, in the language of aesthetics, is termed as ‘Snigﬁr ‘is nothing but the psychological imperative for man’s consciousness
moving towards Him (Super-Soul) of ravishing beauty (as Bha'ga~
vani bears out), just the very inversion of the skin-deep, carnal
variety of lust, stamping out the human lover-beloved union. If
the love-smitten Pariﬁkusa (Nammalvar, who was like unto a
goad wearing round his spiritual antagonists through his scintillating hymns and making the Lord Himself pliable, enraptured by
his sweet, love-laden hymns) turns out to be a female, expressing
herselfnow as Parankusa Néyaki (God-lover), then as the Mother,
the intuitive gnostic friend of the love-lorn daughter trying to keep
the latter under sobering restraint and sometimes as the soothing
Mate, it is but the natural corollary to his boundless love for God
and the deep yearning, beyond words, for the Divine presence and
lasting union. Actually, the L0rd is the only Male or Husband
(Loka bhartﬁ), the ‘Purusottama ’ the Ksetrajﬁa’ and all the Indi—
vidual souls are but marks of the feminine, the Ksetras ’ (Location).
the female centres of the creative activity of God. It is indeed quite
some consolation that the lover-beloved theme is familiar ground
for the worldlings and now, without adopting7 the austere Vedic
apprOach, the Alvar would only want them to shift the base and
turn the whole drama God-wardand be wholly abSOrbed in ‘ Daiva
Rasa ’ (spiritual love), the ‘ Brahmﬁnubhava ’. Even as the female
anatomy plays a key role in the earthly variety of love, in the
spiritual world, ‘ Para Bluzkti ’, ‘ Para Jiiémz ’ and ‘ Parama Bhakti ’,
in the ascending scale of God-love, too deep for words, symbolise
the breast of the God-IOVer, SWelling up with God-love.
Songs attributed to the Mother and the Mate are all sung by
the Alvir only. The Mate is the cementing force joining the lover
and the Beloved; this Mate is only symbolic of the sense of fusion
and belonging, the inalienable relationship of Master and SerVant,
between God and Man, inculcated by “ Pranava ’ (Aum) in ‘ Tirumantra’. The Mother plays the role of ‘ Namah ’ in the said
Mantra which puts an embargo on the Individual soul indulging in
egoistic self-effort to attain God-head, instead of awaiting the
descent of His grace. Thus, she prevents the love-intoxicated
Parankusa Nayaki from trespassing, that is, breaking all norms of
correct feminine conduct, and keeps her under restraint. In this
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decad, where the Alvar is seen transformed as Nayaki ’ (female
lover), some birds are sent by her as emissaries to the Lord. This
is the ﬁrst of the four decads in the whole work, where messages
are sent by the Alvin to the Lord, the other three being VI-l, VI-8
and IX-7. The winged birds typify the efficient preceptors possessed
0f the mighty wings, a happy blending of knowledge and conduct.
This technique of the Alvar has been adopted by the subsequent
’
‘
poets as well. C. F. Kalidasa’s Meghadﬁta and Vedanta Desika’s
‘
Harhsa Sandeéa ’. Parésara Bhattar would exclaim: “The
monkeys shot into fame with the advent of Sri Rama who employed
Hanuman as His chosen emissary to Ravana’s court; likewise the
the Alvars have made the winged birds famous by commissioning
them to carry messages to their Beloved God ".
‘

The messages in the four decads, referred to above, were all
despatehed bv the Alvir to the Lord but to different destinations,
namely, (1) Vyﬁha or the milk-ocean, the seat of the Lord’s creative
activity, (ii) the Vibhava Or the Lord’s incarnate forms, (iii) ‘Paratva ’ (transcendent) and ‘Antaryﬁmi ’ (Internal Controller of all)
and (iv) Ami (Iconic manifestaion),in the chronological order. The
31m is now in the same plight as §akuntala, left behind in the
hermitage, after her initial meeting and union with King Dusyanta and hence the necessity for this message invoking the Lord’s
special trait of forgiveness, by way of overlooking the drawbacks
noticed by the Lord in the Alvér during their erstwhile union.
And to end this preamble precisely as it was begun, here is an
interesting anecdote. When the great Precept01, Naﬁciyar was
discoursing on this Tiruvaymoli, one of his listeners abruptly left
the place, murmuringthat the discourse had assumed the complexion
Of a sensualist’s love-conversation. In the ﬁrst three decads, the
saint had expounded Divinity as the Exalted, the worship-worthy
and the Easily-accessible. The listener in question appreciated
these and observed: “ Here is a grand theme, worthy of acceptance
by the world-weary, and so long as it treats of the Almighty in
His sublime character 1 am bound to listen to it, as a sensible man
ought to
But, as soon as the Saint changed the Divine discourse
into the form of love to God, love treated by analogies taken from
the experience of mankind in this world, specially in its relation
as Lever and the Beloved, Mistress and Spouse and so on, the
disciple turned away from it, thinking that this kind of treatment
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was a shock to good taste, outrage to his Wisdom and av101ence to
his commonsense. Naﬁciyar couldn’t but deplore the failure of
this unfortunate listener to see, in it, the explanaticn of the mys—
terious Divme Love (Bhakti), contained in the Commandment of
the Brhaa’ﬁrazzyakaupanigaa' (Maitreyi Brﬁhmana, 44) to the effect
that the Lord is to be lovingly, intensely meditated up(n

First Centum—Fourth Decad (1-4)
Am ciraiya mata naray! aliyattay! niyuin nir_t
Am ciraiya cévalumiy 515. enru egakku aruli,
Vem ciraip pul uyarttﬁrkku en vitﬁ-tﬁtayc cenrakkal,
Van ciraiyil avan vaikkil, vaippuntal en ceyumé?
(1-4-1)

Translation
Ye young, sympathetic Stork. With pretty plumes, taking pity
on poor me, go with your male partner and deliver my message to
the Lord on whose banner Is (Garuda) that bird with formidable
plumes; If perchance He puts you in prison tough, what does it
matter if you were to suffer on my behalf?
Notes
(i) The white Wading birds, stork. crane and heron employed
by the Alvér as emiSSaries to God, signify the precep—
tors, absolutely pure, in and out, standing four-square
against the temptations of w0rldly life, just like these
birds with tremendous staymg powers, taking up ﬁrm
positions in the watersheds, coolly resisting the onslaught of the waves.‘l

(ii) It may be noted that the help of the male stork is solicited
through the female, following the imperative need for
seeking the LOrd through the good oﬁices of the Divine
Mother, the grand Intercessor betWeen God and man.
(iii) Putting the birds in prison should not be taken literally
and, in fact, it is most unlikely that the Lord would ever

' Aphorism

154,

Aclrya hrdayam.

T—2
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do so. It would indeed be worse than putting them in
the toughest prison if He just remained cold and indiﬂl
erent and would not even look at them, an experience
comparable with that of the Princes not getting fed
when hunger pinches them

En ceyya tamaraikkan-peruménarkkuen tﬁtéy
En ceyyum tn'aittakkal? inak kuyilkall nir aliré?
Mun ceyta mulnvinaiyal tiruvatilddlk kurréval
Mun ceyya muyalz‘ttén akalvatuvo? vitiyinamé.

(1—4—2)

Preamble
The love-intoxicated Alvar beckoned the stOrk pair, in the
preceding stanza, to carry a message to the Lord but the contents
of the message are now revealed by him to a band of Koels. This
kind of confusion only reveals the intensity of the Alvér's God-love,
the ecstatic imbalance of mind.
Translation

0h, ye happy band of Koels, what wrll unto ye happen If
you conveyed my message to my lotus-eyed Lord? Well, aren’t
you the familiar lot? should it be decreed That I, who, from His
service, did all these days abstain because of my past sins, be still'
kept away from His feet?
Notes
(i) There are many pomts of comparison between the Kaela
and the Acatyas (preceptors).‘ll
(ii) Here is an interestinganecdote to drive home the point that
our accumulated sins cannot be washed off by our own
efforts and that it is only the Lord’s spontaneous grace
that can cut the gordian knot and absolve us. Kolari
Alvin and Terkalvan, two residents of the famous
pilgrim centre, Tiruldtottiyﬁr, in the South, met on an
auspicious day, at a bathing ghat. The fOrmer demand—
ed of the latter to wash off his sins by taking a dip in the
’Sceaphorism 153 of Achy: Hrdayam, wherein other birds
parrots, peacocks have also Men brought in.
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sacred tank. Sharp came the rejoinder from the latter:
“ Think not, friend, that mv sins will be washed merely
by dipping in these waters once or twice. Unless the
grace of Lord Saumya Nirayana (the presiding Deity
of the place) descends on me and the discus in His
hand destroys all my sins, all my personal exertions
will be of no avail.” Sri Parﬁsara Bhattar, who happened to overhear the conversation was thence forward
well impressed with Terkahﬁn about whom he had no
high opinion before, on a mere superﬁcial estimate.
Vitiyinal petal manakkum men-nataiya annankél!

Matiyinal Kural manay ulaku iranta kalvarkku,
Matiyilén val-vinaiyé malaria? enru crutti
Mati ellam ul kalaﬁki, mayankumal egniré.

(1—4—3)

Translation
You lucky pair of swans, with gentle gait, go and tell Him
who, as the midget (Vamana), covertly got a donation of the worlds,
that here lies one, whose sins are inexhaustible, in a terrible state
of mental imbalance.
Notes
(i) Lucky pair of swans or lucky A'lvdr?

It is not so much the felicity of the swans that they remain
duly mated, enjoying conjugal bliss, as the luck of the
Alvar himself. But for their lucky state of existence
they would not have been available now for employment by the Alvir. Although Sri Rama was bemoaning
his separation from Sité, he felt greatly relieved after
he got Sugriva restored to his wife and Kingdom. Even
so, the Alvin deems himself lucky to see the swans in a
happy state.
(ii) The swans are briefed by the Alvar to tell the Lord that
the sins of the Alvir are inexhaustible and that His
redemptive grace alone can deliver the goods, in case
the Lord insisted that the Alvér should ﬁrst liquidate
his sins and then only join Him.
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(iii) Third line: ‘ here lies one ‘: It is hardly necessary to disclose
the name of this one by way of identiﬁcation for the
Lard jolly Well knew His victim as none other than poor
Parinkusa Niyaki, reduced to this critical state by their
erstwhile union——
En nirmai kantu irar'iki, itu takatu egnata
E9 nila mukil vannarku en colli yan collukéno?
Nan-hirinai ini avarkan tarikitu enru oru vayccol
Nan-nila makanrilkftl! nalkutiro? nalkiro?

(1—4-4)

Preamble
Seeing that Parénkusa Nayald was commissioning several
birds, a few blue-tinted April (Cakravaka) birds approached her.
as if to enquire whether they could also be of service to her. But
the dejected lever that she was, she was struck down by the futility
of sending a message to the Lord who remained aloof despite an
intimate knowledge Of her plight, her inordinate love for Him,
during their erstwhile union and failed to see the injustice of the
present separation. And yet, she asked the blue birds to apprise
her blue-hued Lord of her precaricus condition, with little or no
chance of suwival.
Translation
Ye Agril birds of Sapphire hue!
Tell Him I am about to die, will you?
What have I to tell my cloud-hued Lord,
Who relents not, having seen how I fared
(During our union), and sees not, on his part
‘
Tis most unjust, from me to depart?
Note
When Sri Parﬁsara Bhattar was discoursing on this song, a
Tamil Scholar contended that the expression, “having seen
my plight”, in the ﬁrst line (original text) should
be ‘ having heard of my plight ’. His doubt was how, when
they had already been locked in the joy of union, could
God, one of the pair, see the signs of pain of the other,
after separation. To this, Bhattar replied: “Don’t you
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know what the Tamil Savant Tiruvalluvar has said?
The lady-love lay in tight embrace with her lover but,
now and then, they got a little unlocked while turning
on their sides; this slight distance between them Was
enough to make her lose the colour on her skin, adecolouration resulting from the gloom of separation! Again,
in the poems of ‘Kuyuntokai’ it has been said, whereever, wherever the lover touched, there, there, a ﬂush
of colour arose; wherever, wherever the touch had
ceased, there. there, the colour sank. The scholar could
at once realise that the message in question only reminds
the Lord of what He had Himself noticed during His
erstwhile union with Parinkusa Niyaki.
Nalkit tan kittu alikkum polil élum; vigaiyégké
Nalkat tan ﬁkéto? Narananaik kantakkél,
Malku nirp punal-patappai irai tér van ci1_'u kuruke!
(I—4—5)
Malku nirk kannérku or vacakam kontu aruléyé.
Preamble

Parénkusa Néyaki begs of a heron to convey the followmg
message to her beloved Lord:

“It matters not if I rot here, away from Him. But He is
Nirayana who, by the very implication of that name, resides in
all beings and sustains them all, unsought and unsolicited, with no
exception whatsoever. Even the solitary exclusion of myself from
the scope of His benevolent protection will jeopardise His position
of eminence, His very name. It behoves Him, therefore, to avert
this calamity. "
Translation
Ye little lovely heron, seeking food in water-logged ﬂOWer
gardens,
When you behold Nﬁranan, the sole sustainer of the worlds
seven,
Will you deign to tell Him that here is one,
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With tearful eyes, a smner He can’t throw down,
And bring back any reply Hc chooses to send on?
Notes
(i) Line 4: With tearful eyes: Tears welllng up and ﬁlling
the eyes of the Alvin would, as it were, serve as an
identiﬁcation mark for him, whether in a state of separation from or union with the Lord. In the former
case it would be tears of grief and in the latter, tears
of Joy.
(ii) When a doubt was expressed as to how the Saints, soaked
in God-love, could address the senseless birds to carry
messages to God, the illustrious Nampillai replied:
In affairs of love to God, even storks and stones can
serve as messengers, albeit the party at the other end
is as exalted as Sita, the crown jewel of Janaka’s clan.
On one occasion, Parasara Bhattar was informed of
the death of a low-caste devotee in such ordinary
language as “he has breathed his last.” Bhattar at
once admonished his informant and said that the news
should have been worded as: “ He bade farewell here
to go and join the ranks of the celestials in Heaven. ”
He added that caste is of no account, when good men
go to God and so also, when messengers are for God,
they may be even stones and plants, not to talk of the
animate birds.
(iii) Line 4: ‘a sinner He cannot throw down’: “ Having
roused my appetite for Him, where there was none
before, could He now_give me up on account of my
past sins? Could He who, as Narayana, extends protection to One and all (universal), give up His chosen
ones like me? Have I sinned to the extent of making
even the Oceanic water go dry as it is being pumped out?

Arulita nit aruli, avar avi tuvarémun,
Arul-alip putkatavir avar viti omnz‘d egru
Arul-ali ammanaik kantakkal, itu colliArul; Ali vari vantél yimum en pilaittémé?
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Translation
You bee, with lovely hoops! if you meet my gracious Lord,
Pray tell Him, although He didn’t relent thus far, He should
His grace on me shed, ere life from me departs,
And just pass some day through this street,
Mounting the gracious bird (Garuda); I shall then steal
A glance at Him. Oh! what is my fault
(That He against me His heart should steel)?
Note
In the preceding stanza, the Lord was advised against imperilling His position as Narayzna. On second thoughts, the
Alvar now apprehends the frightful possibility of the Lord
staying away from him, choosing the lesser of the two evils,
the greater one being contamination by the Alvin Here
then is a compromise formula—the Lord, being an ocean
of grace, will certainly shed His grace on the Alvar also, the
sooner the better, that is, ere his life ebbs out; even the
simple gesture of His passing through the street where the
Alvin lives, not often, but just one day, will do. The gracious
Garuda could certainly oblige the Alvin and bring the
L0rd over here on his shoulders. This Was precisely the
meSSage conveyed by Site}. to Sri Rﬁma through Hanumz‘m.
Here is also a painful contrast, Parankusa Nayaki, separated
from her beloved Lord, undergoing all the pangs of mental
torture experienced by Sri Rama after the abduction of
Sita. The Mvir now ruminates and keeps guessing whether
his languishing like this without enduring, his lot patiently,
would be adjudged as his fault. But then, he would also
recollect that §ri Rama fared no better when apart from
Sita.

Enpu ilai keppatu polap pani vatai irkinratu;
En pilaiyé ninaintaruli arulita Tirumalirklcu
En pilaittal tiruvatiyin takavinukku enru oru vayccol
En pilaikkurn? ilar'i kiliyé! yin valartta ni alaiye.
(1—4-7)
Translation

Here am I, tormented by the spine-chilling blast,
Ye young parrot, ain’t you the one I reared, -
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What‘ll go wrong with you, if you went and enquired
Of ‘ Tirumil ‘, who looks solely on my faults
And sheds not His grace on me, what is precisely
Mv fault that admits not His clemency?
Note
This is the key stanza of this decad. The messages sent
in this decad, keep in the forefront the Lord’s noble
trait of forgiveness (aparédha sahatvam). If the Lord
is not prepared to concede even the simple request (as
in the preceding stanza) of some day passing through
the street where the Alvar lives, alienated by his shortcomings, the question is now asked,what has happened
to His accredited trait of forgiveness, His boundless
grace, avidly gorging all our sins. In the inimitable
language of ‘Itu’ the Alvér queries, “ My Lord,
have I obstructed the inﬂux of your SWeet grace,
through over-indulgence in genuﬂections and circumambu—
Iah'Anc?

"

Ni alaiyé? cigu puvay! netumélérkku en tﬁtéy
Noy enatu nuval enna. nuvalété iruntolintéy;
Céyalotu mani mémai talarntén nan; ini unatu

Vay-alakil in-aticil vaiDDirai

nitivé.

(1—4—8)

Translation
Young Pﬁvay, you didn‘t respond to my appeal
That you should unto Netumz'tl (my Lord) go and revea
My pangs of separation, but quietly lingered on;
And now that I am sinking, my hue and grace gone,
You shall depart hence and seek those who, thy bill,
With tinv bits of delicious food can ﬁll.

Note
(i)

‘

Pﬁvai ’ is a nice-looking,tiny bird.

(ii) Here is a thrilling anecdote. With declining health, Peri:
Tirumalai Nampi, one of the ﬁve Preceptors of Sr
Ramanuja, became too feeble to offer the diurnal wor-
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Ship to the household Deity-Lard Krsna, given the pet
name of ‘The little one dancing for butter ‘. And so, one
day, drawing aside the drapery that hung before the
Deity, he prostrated and recited the last two lines of
this particular song (as in the Original text), the gist of
which has been given above, in the last three lines.

Natata malar nati, néltérum Naranag-tan
Vitata malar-atikkil vaikkave vakukkingu;
Vitati viniruttal vinaianatu en ceyvaté?
Utatu pani vitay! uraittu iray enatu utale.

.

(I—4—9)

Translation
You biting blast, ever on the move, enquire of Nérauan, my

L0rd,

Why (my limbs) for diurnal service at His ﬂoral feet ordained,
Are this felicity denied and in melancholy steeped;
If from Him, no favourable reply you obtain,
Better (come and) split my body into twain.
Notes
(i) The chill blast, inﬁictin g severe pain on Parﬁﬁkusa Néyaki,
like unto the king’s executioners torturing the subjects
found guilty of high treason, is addressed by her as
follows:

“ You see me deep down in dejection, due to long
separation from my Lord and it is my grievous
misfortune that, in such a state, I abstain from
the stipulated daily service, such as gathering
choice ﬂowers and placing them reverently at
the ever-fresh lotus feet of the Lord, etc. You
had better go and ask Him how this has come to
pass. If, hOWever, He feels disinclined to take
service from me, I beg of you, taking your feet
in my hands, to ﬁnish me oﬂ‘ altogether and thus
put an end to this insipid and. futile existence”.
(ii) The wind is the chief sustainer of life and appropriately
symbolises the Acarya (Preceptor).
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Utal alip pirappu vitu uyir mutala murrumayk
Katal ali-nir torri, atanullé kanvalarum
Atal-éli ammﬁnaik kantakkél, itu colli,
Vital, ali mata neﬁcé! vinaiyom onrém alavé.

I

(1—4—10)

Translation
Oh, my ﬁckle mind, ‘ tis our birthright to serve the Lord,
Go to Himfholding the bright discus and reclining in the deep
sea,
The Architect of all created w0rlds, and let Him see
Our sad plight; leave Him not till unto Him we get restored.
Note
When the details of service unto the Lard were spelt out by the
Alvir in the preceding stanza, his mind, bent upon such
service, Was about to slip out of the body. It is held by
some that the Alvér requested his mind not to get parted
till stability with the LOId was attained. Being, however,
a decad where the Alvir sends errands, it would be more
appropriate to say that he sent his mind also on such an
errand, brieﬁng it not to leave the Lord till He eventually
deigns to get restored to the Alvin
Alavu iyanra El ulakattavar perurnan kannanai
Vala vayal c111 van kurukﬁrc catakopan vayntu uraitta
Alavu iyar_n_'a antéti ayirattul ip pattin
Vala uraiyal peralélcum van énku peru valamé.
(1-4—11)
Translation
Those that just recite these sweet songs ten
Out of the metriCally perfect thousand, lovingly composed by
Catakﬁpaa,
Chiefof rich and fertile Kurukﬁr, in adoration
0f Kannan, Lord of the denizens of the worlds seven,
Will attain the Supreme bliss of service in Heaven.
Notes
(i) In the preceding decad, expatiating on the Supreme
Lord’s easy accessibility, the Saint wanted to abide
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in the proximate Krsna avatéra but failure to achieve it
led him to send errands to the Lord in this decad.
Having seen the intensity of the love of Parénkusa
Nayald and her yearning f0r Divine presence, too deep
for words, as revealed in the preceding ten stanzas,
the Lord could not stay back any longer, except at the
risk of the Alvar being lost to this werld altogether.
The fact that the LOrd has been restOred to the Saint
can be inferred from the very ten0r of this stanza,
where the Lord is being extolled as the Chief of all the
worlds, thus presenting His Overlordship and easyaccessibility, side by side.
(ii) Even the mere recital of the text of these stanms, without
so much as delving into their spirit and meaning, will,
it is claimed, shoot one up, from the bottom-most
depths of worldly existence to the highest state of
Service unto the Lord in the High Heavens.

First Centum—Fifth Decad (1-5)
(Vala‘e! ulakig mutaliya)
Preamble

In each of the precedingfour decads, the Alvér has highlighted
a particular trait of the L0rd. These are exaltation (transcendent
glory), Wership-WOrthiness, easy-accessibility (saulabhya) and forgiveness, respectively. In this decad, the Saint brings into focus
the Lord’s condescension (sauéilya), mixing freely with the lowliest,
the crowning trait of the Lord, heading the list of sixteen traits
mentioned by Sri Valmiki, in his poser at the very beginning of
Ramayana”. Sri Rama’s rappOrt with Guha, the hunter, and intimate association with the monkeys, Vibhisana etc., illustrate this.
When, in response to the heart-rending, rather, heart-Warming
appeal of the Alvin, in the preceding decad, the Lord presented

‘ “ Konvasmin

simpratan'n loke, gunavin, Kasca viryavén etc., etc.
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Himself before the Alvér, in all His grandeur, betokening the enormity of His grace unto the Alvar, one should have expected the
latter to just jump in and get himself locked up in the Lord’s SWeet
embrace. But what did he do? The Alvar beheld, with bewildering
amazement, the Lord, in His full splendour, in dire contrast to his
own littleness, a very picture of oppressive contrast indeed, oppressive because he dared not deﬁle and desecratethe Great One, taking
undue advantage of His condescending love. And so, he attempted

to run away from the Lord, a very strange behaviour for which the
only passible explanation is that he just got drifted into such a
mental complex at the mere thought of the Lord’s transcendent
gIOry. Such alternating extremes of behaviour are, however,
noticeable in Saint Yimuga, Kﬁtattalvan and his illustrious son,
Sri Parésara Bhattar also. As a matter of fact, the draw-backs in
us serve as the foil against which the Lord's ‘ Sausilya ‘ (condescension) shines all the more.
-

Vala 61 ulakin mutalﬁya vigor-iraiyai aruvinuiyén
kalavél venney totu unta kalval enpag; pingaiyum
talavu él muruval-piggaikkuay val ag-ayar talaivaniiy
Ila-égu elurn taluviya entity! enpan ninaintu nainté. (I—S-l)
Translation
How dare I. a deep-rootedsinner, meditate
0n the Lord of all the worlds and Heaven and narrate
The mystery of His stealing butter and taming bulls,
As a cow-herd boy for the hand of Pinnai. the damsel
Of bewitching smile, and (pretend to) thaw down in ecstasy?
Non.
The Alvar, in his present mood of self-denouncing humility,
feels that he has deﬁled and desecrated the Supreme Lord by
word, when he recounted His mysterious deeds and
addressed Him as ‘ My Sire ’, by thought, when he meditated
on Him, and by deed, when he melted down, in ecstasy, as
it were, a mockery of devotion.
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ninaintu naintu ul karaintu urhéifiraaiyor palar
'
punainta kanni nir cantam puwggiﬁlﬁlfdilhh
vittuéy,
mﬁmaiyamé
ninainta ellép porulkatkum
manam cey ﬂanattu un perumai maminito? mayoné. (1—5—2)
Translation
0h, wonderful Lord, You are the supreme architect
Of all things conceivable and yet immutable you are!
Will it not from your glory great detract
If (Brahma and other) Devas, Sages and others
(Your creatures all) meditate on you, thaw down and unto

You offer
Flowers, sandal paste, sacramental Water and incense burn?

Notes
(i) [n this stanza, the Alvin realises that he is unﬁt even to
say that he has deﬁled the Lord. What is his title,
either way, to dabble in God-head? It is something
like a person, who, by reason of his birth, is precluded
from learning the Vedas, saying that he has not learnt
the Ve'das. as if he has failed to learn a thing he is
entitled to learn. This feeling of the Alvin could be
inferred from his present observation that even the
worship offered through their triple faculties of word,
deed and thought, by the exalted Devas, like Brahma,
and Sages of the eminence of Sanaka, pales into
insigniﬁcance and would only detract from His great
glory, as the Supreme Architect of all. It is little

better than a team of ants worshipping the majestic

lion.

(ii) Once the seed is sown, what comes up is the tree; cotton
disappears, when turned into thread which again
disappears. when turned into a fabric. But it redounds
to the great glory of the Lord, one of His many
marvels, that He remains unchanged despite His being
the material cause of the entire universe. Well, What
glory is there in His being wombippcd by His OWn
creatures? It would make sense only if the Lord is
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worshipped by persons of comparable stature
alas! there is none falling in this category.

B

but

ma yonikalay natai karra vigor palarum munivarum
ni ybnikalaip patai enru, nirai nanmukanaip pataittavan ;
céyén ellé arivukkum; ticaikal ellam tiruvatiyél
(1—5—3)
téyon; ella ev uyirkkum tayon; tan or uruvané.
Translation
He who created the profound Ninmukag (Brahma) and bade
him create
The exalted Vinor (Devas), Sages and several others,
He who is beyond comprehension, whose lovely feet
Spam-ted the worlds, who unto all is like a Mother,
15 our unique Lord (as condescending as He is great).
Note
Finding the Alvar in a state of unparalleled humility, shrink—
in g back, the L0rd draws his attention to the other mellowing
aspect, namely, His loving condescension. Did He not
span the entire universe with utter impartiality and set His
tender feet over hill and dale, and one aid all, without dis—
tinction of high and low? Contemplating this episode, the
Alvar got into a mid-condition in which he would neither
apprOach the LOrd nor get away from Him but keep talking.
of the unique combination in the Lord, of exaltation and
condescension, which cannot be found in any one else.

tin or uruvé tagi vittuiy, tannin mﬁvar mutalaya
vénor palarum munivarum marrum mar-rum mun-um éy,
tin or perunir tannullé torri, atanul kanvalarum
vanor peruman; ma ma‘tyan vaikuntan ern perumane. (1—5—4)
Preamble
Finding the Alvin a little less scared of the Lord’s exaltation
than a little while ago, some persons asked him what exactly he was
intending to do, whether to get near the Lord or get away from
Him. This stanza provides the answer to this question, real or
supposed. The Alvir says:
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“ Even if I wish to keep aloof, my Lord would not give me up.
Look at His condescending love of amazing dimensions. The
great Creator of all the worlds and all classes of sentient and nonsentient beings, the Supreme Master of all, including the celestials
in the High Heaven, above wants of any kind, reclining on the
bosom of the vast expanse of Water in Yoga nidré, is now night
here to claim me as His inalienable property ’.
Translation
The Supreme Lord beside whom there was none,
Created the ﬁrst three (Brahma, Siva and Indra), this, that
and the other,
(Devas, Sages, men, birds, beasts and all) with no external
aid (i) whatever
And reposed (in Yoga nidra) on the vast expanse of water,
He had raised; the wondrous L0rd, Chief of celestials, Vaikuntan, is also my Master (ii).
Notes
(i) The Lord is at once the Material (Upadana) cause,
Operative (nimitta) cause and Instrumental or eﬁ‘icienr
(Sahakéri)cause of Creation.
(ii) This is the key word for this stanza. The Master has come
to reclaim His property (the Alvin) and He shall not be
a party to its slipping through the ﬁngers.

m'n éy nokki matavalai marpil kontay; matava!
kﬁné citaiya untai vil nirattil tegittay; kovinta!
a: coti manivanné! matucﬁté! ni aruliy un
v
téné malarun tiruppatam cérumazu vinaiyéne
r_1

(1—5—5)

Preamble
There are two Ways of looking at the background of this stanza.
The ﬁrst is: With the recession of his self-abnegating humility, the
Alvﬁr prays for the felicity of constant attendance on the Lord, in
close proximity. The other is: Intent upon stabilising the Alvar's
longing for Him so that there is no slipping back again, the Lord
intensiﬁes the longing by keeping away from him for a while.
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Unable to stand this separation, the Alvir cries out his heart,
invoking the Lord‘s grace f0r reunion.
Translation

0n

you: Winsome chest. you hold doc-eyed Mother, Oh,

Mitavé.

With perfect case, you remove the hunch (l) off adamsel, oh,

K6vinté,

Your sapphire hue radiates the entire heaven, oh,
Matucﬁtﬁ (ii)
Your grace (iii), this sinner invokes to reach your lotus feet,
shedding honey.
Notes

either the one stated
here, pertaining to Krsnivatéra or yet another pertain—
ing to Rémévatira. The former is: As Krsna was
Wending His way through the main road of Mathura
along with Balarama, Trvakra, the hump-backed young
woman with handsome features, was passing along with
a vessel containingsmet—smellirg sandal paste, specially
prepared by her for King Kamsa. Krsna accosted her
and demanded of her some of that excellent preparation.
Bntranced by Theirbewitchinglooks,she gave the Divine
Brothers the thick aromatic paste, with all her heart.
Greatly pleased with the service, Sri Krsna deftlv
transformed her at once into a straight-backeddamsel,
erect and elegant.

(i) The underlying episode could be

The episode in Ramayana relates to Sri Rama having
hit, out of a boyish prank, the hump on the back of
the hunch-backed Mantari, the maid-servant of
Queen Kaikeyi, with unerring aim and caused her
great pain. She then bore her suffering silently
but wreaked her vengeance on Rama, at the crucial
moment. by poisoning the mind of Kaikcyi. But
then, this mischief is attributed to Govinda, that is,
Krsna in this stanza, which is apparently a misﬁt.
There is, however, the following explanation for
this in Nampillai’s ‘Itu’: ‘ Govinda’ could also
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mean. “Protector of the Earth‘, in which case,the
address could ﬁt in with Ritma, as well. Alternately, Ktsna, with so many mischievcus pranks up
His sleeves, could easily be made the butt for each
and every frolic, whether perpetrated by Him or
not, even as the saying goes, “ All sins shall be
heaped on Amana's head". And now, who is
this poor Amana, earning such vicaricus notriety?
Amana or Santana is an ascetic of the jain religious
order. A complaint went to the King who was a
simpleton. The complaint arcse from the mud
wall of a Brahmin’s house giving way and killing
a thief who broke into it. When the thief’s
friends demanded of the Brahmin compensatiOr-i,
both parties appealed to the King fOr justice. The
King asked the Brahmin to pay compensation, as
the thief died because ofthe wet wall. The Brahmin, however, put the blame on the mascn who
built the Wall. The mascn appeared in court and
pleaded that it was all the mistake of the waterman who had poured too much water. The
waterman blamed the potter who had made the pot
big. The pctter excused himself by putting the
blame on a dancing girl, who passed alcng and
diverted his attenticn while making the pot. The
dancing girl, in turn, blamed the washerman, who
failed to bring her clothes in time, and necessitated
her visit to his house. The dhoby too trotted out
an excuse that the stcne on which he washed
the clothes was occupied by a Samana who wouldn’t
budge from it for quite a long time. and so the
return of clothes to the customers Was got delayed.
And now, the Santana kept quiet, on account of
his vow of silence and the stupid King construed
this silence as admission of guilt and ordered the
Sarnana to be hanged. Our pity rather goes to
Krsna at whose door every fault is laid, in this
fashion.
(ii)

‘

Matucﬁta ’, the Sanskrit ward being ‘ Madhusﬁda ’
means: Slayer of the demon called Madhu.
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(iii) The grace which could condone the sin of the Alvar,
attempting to run away from the L0rd like unto the
ruthless rejection of the food served at the dining table.
vinaiyén vinai tir maruntu anay! vinnor talaivi! kécavi!
manai cér ayar-kula mutalél ma méyanél matava!
cinai éy talaiya marémarankal élum eytay! ciritara!
(1—5—6)
inaiyiy! inaiya peyarinay! enru naivan atiyéné.
Translation
reigning supreme in the high Heavens
Thou art the antidote for this sinner’s (dire) sins.
Oh, Mitavé, of mysterious deeds! Chief of cowherds,
The seven trees with branches many! oh, Ciritara,
Thine arrow pierced.
Dissolve do I, recounting such other deeds of yours
And the relative names You are pleased to bear.

0h, Kécava,

Note
This is a song sung in the same mood as the immediately
preceding song.
atiyen ciriya ﬂanattan; arital irkkum ariyinai,
kati cér tan am ruliyk kanni punaintan-tannai, kannanai,
ceti ﬁr ékkai atiyiraic cértal tirkkum tirumilai,
atiyen kanpan alanuvan; itanin mikku or ayarvu unté?

(1-5-7)

Translation
This humble self of meagre intellect pines to meet
Kantian, sp0rting tulaci garland, cool and lovely, of fragrance
sweet,
Beyond the Comprehension of one and all (however great),
‘ Timmal ’,
who, unto thOse that seek Him, does cut out
Their bondage dense; is there anything more indiscreet?
Note
The preceding song ended on a despondent note, showing the
Alvér sinking down, due to the poignance of separation from
the Lord. The merciful L0rd would not run the risk of
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testing him anymOre, and Was about to obl1ge 111m with His
presence. Sensing this, however, the Alvin was once more
Weighed downby inferiority complex, egging him on to retreat
again. The Alvar has all along vociferously condemned
those who are content with mere self-enjoyment (Kaivalya)
after perennial disembodiment, that is, liberation from the
cycle of birth and death, which is far inferior to the bliss of
constant service unto the Lord in Heaven. In the present
context, however, the Alvér is inclined to hold that even
this would be wholesome, as compared to a state of embodiment such as his, with its potentialitv for such blasphemous
conduct as pining for the Lord’s presence and mixing with
Him, thereby deﬁling His sacred person. This is indeed the
limit for the Alvér’s humility (naicya).

untiy ulaku él munnamég umilntu miyaiyél pukku,
untiy venney ciru manicar uvalai akkai nilai eyti;
man tin cOmtatu untélum, manicarkku ikum pir cigitum

antavannam, man karaiya, ney-ﬁn marunto? méybné

(1—5—8)

hanslntion
Wondrous Lord, Once you ate up all the worlds seven
And then spat them out, You then came at your volition
Into this world, assuming the frail form of a human
And ate all the butter (in Gokul) leaving no remnant;
Could it be that you thus sought to dissolve the remnants
'gestion.
0f mud still sticking inside and keep 0
' ' i7
The fell sickness that befalls humans?
‘

‘

Note
lectual stalwarts, our great Pﬁr
hardly repay. Look at how they .;
_'
ed the genesis of this song, fromt
The Lord was bent upon having
--1
and hit upon a plan which would wor
the Alvar, shaking off his inferiority compl.ex There
ensued a dialogue wherein the Lord wanted to elicit from the
Alvin the purpose of His having come down to Gokul,

"

=

--

-
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as a cowherd and gobbled up all the available butter.
When the Alvar pleaded ignorance, the Lord Himself gave
out that it was just an antidote against the ill-eﬁ‘eets of the
mud, if any, still sticking inside His stomach, which had once
kept all the seven worlds within and thrown them out after
some time. The Alvar could hardly swallow such a fan—
tastic explanation, ﬁrstly, because of the heavy time-lag
between the two events and secondly, because there was
no reason why He should have appropriated to Himself all
the butter produced in that pastoral village, if it Was to be a
mere medicine. The Alvar opined that the Lord ate up avidly
all that butter because it was produced by the loving hands
of His devotees, a produce which He coveted very much
and would not mind taking even stealthily, when not given
for the asking. Precisely here, the Alvar fell into the Lord’s
trap. The Lord was quick to point out that the Alvin was
dear to Him for the same reason and, by trying to keep aloof
from Him, he would only join the rank and ﬁle of those who
tried to keep the butter from Him.
mayom; tiya alavalaip peru ma vaﬁcap péy viyat
tﬁya kulaviyay vitap pal amuta amutu ceytitta
mayan, vénor tanit talaivan, malaral maintan, ev uyirkkum
tz‘tyon, tamman. en amman, amma mirttiyaic carnté. (1—5—9)

'Ihnslation
The unique Lord of celestials, Malardl‘s (the lotus-born Laksmi’s) Consort,
A veritable Mother (unto all) who His own Sovereign is.
As well as mine, the typical (but wondrous) babe that killed

outright
The highly treacherous and loquacious demoness
Whose poisonous milk He sucked as if it were nectar (amtt)
Closeuntothe exalted one am I: may we never again be apart.
Note
Here is the continuatiou of the dialogue referred to in the
preceding stanza. The Alvar observed that unlike the palatable butter, mixing with him, a terrible sinner, will be bitter
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like poison. But the Lord had a ready reply for this also.
He pointed out that even the milk of the poisonousbreast of
Pﬁtana, the evil—minded imposter of a mother, was sucked
by Him, with great relish, as if it were nectar. So saying,
He pounced upon the Alvar and got hold of him. The
Alvin also responded by avowing that he will never again
part from Him. The line in this song narrating that the
Lord, typical of a tender babe, relished the poisonous milk
tendered by Pﬁtalla like nectar, follows the text of ‘ Harivam-

sam ’.'

eirnta iru val-vinaikalumcarittu, mayap parru aruttu,
timtu, tanpil manam vaikkat tirutti, vitu tiruttuvan:
érnta ﬁinac cutar aki, akalam kil mel alavu irantu,
nérnta uruviy, aruvikum ivanin uyirﬁm netumalé. (1-5—10)
Translation
Of resplendent knowledge, full and ﬂooding,
All things, with or without form, He is pervading
Up and down and all around; Netumal (of love supreme)
Rid me of my age-long sins of commission and omission and in

Him
Rooted my mind ﬁrmly, freed from ignorance and attachments
And is now intent upon giving heaven a face-lift(to put me in).

Note
Immensely pleased with the assurance given by the Alvar in
the previous song not to get parted from Him any more, the
Lord now contemplates putting the Alvar in Heaven, so as to
eliminate the possible risk of further separation from Him.
And for this purpose, the Lord, in His unbounded love for
the Alvin, wants to ren0vate even that Eternal Land, ever
fresh and pure, which hardly needs touching up or a facelift, as such! Indeed, The Alvar feels enthralled by the
Lord’s extraordinary love for him (as the word ‘Netumal ’

in the text connotes).

" Sthanyam tat visa smiérarh rasyamésith jagad
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male! mayap perumané! ma mayavané! enru enru,
male éri ma] arulal mannu kurukﬁrc cataképan
pal éy tamilar ieaikarar pattar paravum ayirattin
(1—5—11)
pale patta ivai pattum vallarkku illai parivaté.
Translation
Those conversant With these songs ten,
Out of the mousand sung by Kurukﬁr Cataképan,
Firm recipient of the Lord’s grace, in ecstatic adoration
Of His wondrous deeds and glorious traits, evoking the
admiration
Alike of the ‘ Sweet—as-milk ' Tamil-Scholars, devotees and
musicians,
Shall for ever be free from aﬂiiction.
Notes
(i) The accent here is on the redemptive grace of the Lord,
Who, by His condescending love, reclaimed the Alvin,
thwarting his attempt to run away from Him in
a frightfully unsettled state of mind.
(ii) These songs are of matchless grandeur and inestimable
value for those who want to revel in singing sweet
songs of a high order. And again, for those who want
to delve into their meanings and eke out their time
usefully, these songs afford unlimited scope.

First Centaur—Sixth Decad (L6)
(Parivatu il icagai)
Preamble
Following the pattern, hitherto noticed, of bringing to the
fore a particular auspicious trait ofthe Lord in each decad (Tiruvéymcli), ‘ Swaradatva ’ (i.e.) easy worshippabilityof the Lord is emphasised in this decad. Unlike the minor deities whom it is very
hard to propitiate, what with the sacriﬁce of goats and hens and
other such harsh demands on their votaries, the LOrd is pleaSed
with whatever is offered to Him lovingly, with pious will. Being
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(1—6)

above wants of any kind, it is unthinkable that He would want from
us any offering at all. God sets greater value upon the devotion of
the heart than the material value of outward offerings. He hates
hypocrisy and estimates the sincerity of the soul. In His song
Celestial, He has aﬂirmed: ‘ Whoever oﬂ‘ers Me in faith and love, a
leaf (as Draupati did), a ﬂower (as Gajendradid), a fruit (as Sabhari
did), water poured forth (as Ambatisa did), that offering I accept,
lovingly made with pious will. Things, easy of procurement for
all, including the poorest of the poor, offered, not for expiation of
sins or securing other ends but considering giving to Me as an end
in itself and out of sheer inability to exist without making a lovegift to Me are indeed acceptable. In the absence of the devotee’s
inability to offer anything for eating, I consume even the leaves and
ﬂowers oﬂ‘ered. Vidura gave me plantain skins and Kuchela
gave me but poor beaten rice and yet, I devoured them all with
great avidity, like a famished fellow ”.
The outward offerings may be [riﬂes but, in God’s eye, they
carry much weight, when oﬂ‘ered in humility and devotion. Once
some Princes had a desire to offer campaka ﬂOWer to Lord Jagannatha at Pﬁri, knowing that it is His favourite ﬂower. On going
to the ﬂower market, they found that all but a single ﬂower had
already been sold out. Each one of the Princes was keen on~buying
it and oﬂ‘ered competitive price. One of them staked his entire
fortune, bought the ﬂower and offered it to the L0rd. That night,
God appeared in the Prince’s dream and said, “ The debt of thy
ﬂower is very heavy. I cannot hear its weight”, thus showing
His gracious acceptance of the sincerely made offering. As already
stated, the Lord is above wants of any kind, and yet He greedily
grabs at the selﬂess service rendered unto Him by the devotees
disinterestedly,as an end in itself. In this decad, the Alvin enjoys
and extols this great trait of the Lord.

parivatu i1 icanaip pati virivatu méval uruvir!
pirivakai inri nal nir tﬁy, purivatuvuinpukai pﬁvé.

(I—6—l)

Translation
Ye zealous seekers of salvation, rise to your full stature,
Singing the praise of our grieﬂess God;
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Serve Him wrth water pure, seeking no personal good,
Burn incense befOre Him and ﬂowers do offer.
Notes
(i) This song 15 addressed to the seekers of salvation who
should naturally rise to their full stature through
complete expansion, rather, realisation of their true
'
or essential nature.
(ii) Being the repositOry of innumerable auspicious traits,
a veritable fountain of inexhaustible bliss, the LOrd
is naturally free from grief of any kind, on His own.
But then, He grieves Over the woes of His countless
subjects and this trait of commisseration with the
miseries of others, with a complete sense of identity
and deep compassion for them, is indeed praiseworthy.
Actually, this heads the list of many good qualities
noticed in Sri Rima by the Citizens of Ayodhyé and
enumerated by them in King Dasaratha’s court. Even
so, the question is asked, why the Almighty Lordyvho
can jolly well quell all our miseries in no time, should
grieve f0r us, as we weaklings do, merely expressing
our grief over the miseries of others, being incapable
of giving them any kind of relief. This erroneous
impression can be set at naught if we take into
account our own every day experience, the parents
feeling distressed over the suﬂ‘erings of the young ones,
notwithstanding the active steps taken by the former
promptly to administerthe requisite relief to the latter.
Draupati, in dire distress, was no doubt prevented
from getting disrobed due to the plentiful supply of
clothes arranged for by Lord K1333. and yet, He cried
out His heart, lamenting that He remained a debtor
unto Draupati, having failed to be present at the scene
of the dastardly occurence and worse still, having
failed to avert the incident altogether. When Gajendra,
the elephant raised a piteous alarm for succour at the
end of a titanic struggle with its mighty opponent,
the Crocodile, the Lord went post-haste to the scene
of distress and retrieved the elephant. All the same,
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the Lord very much repented that He had not rushed
to chendré’s aid much earlier.
(iii) Serving the Lord who is but our Father, should by-nomeans be difﬁcult, seeing that the son need have no
qualms nor be fastidious arid fretsome, in regard to
the food served to his own father, by virtue of the
natural bonds of Kinship and mutual concern.
Disccursing cn this scng, Sri Paras’ara Bhattai
pointed out that the text of the song bears cut that
no ﬂower is taboo, and in the name of burning
incense, as part of worship, even waste wooden chips
from the carpenter’s chisel could be burnt and smoke
raised therefrom. There is no speciﬁcation, as such,
regarding the ﬂower to be oﬁered and the incense to
be burnt. When his stalwart disciple, Naﬁciyar,
observed that there is a sistraic injunction against the
‘
use of the ﬂower, known in Samskrit as Kar dakarika'.
for the Lord’s worship, Bhattérya elucidated that the
injunction in question is solely weighted in favour of
the worshipper, to eliminate the risk involved in
plucking this ﬂower from its thorny plant.

matuvar tan am tﬁléyén mutu véta mutalavanukku,
(1—6—2)
etu étu en pani ennétu, atuvé él-ceyyum ité.
Translation
‘

What service is there, and that too, for poor me,
Appr0priate to the Primate, the colossal L0rd. by Vedas
revealed,

Wearer of nice, cool, ‘ tulaci ’ garland, shedding honey? "
If one doesn’t think so (and shrink), by him is the Lord well
served indeed.
Notes
(i) Having ruled out, in the preceding song, the restriction
regardingthe thing to be oﬁ‘ered to the Lard, the Alt/air
now stresses the fact that there is also no restriction
regarding the persons eligible to serve Him. If one
does not shrink back from the Lord’s service, in
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bewildering amazement that there is hardly any service
that can be rendered, appropriate to the colossal
stature of the Lord and, that too, by one with serious
limitations, it is as good as having served the Lord. In
other words, there is hardly any scope for such a,
feeling of aloofness.
(ii) Even a faded garland coming in contact with the Lord’s
person will become fresh again and Shed copious
quantities of honey. That being so, the devotee need
not have any qualms in regard to the offerings to be
made.

(in) As Badarayana (Sage Vyﬁsa) has pointed out in his
‘
Brahma Sﬁtra,’ *the Lord can be known only through
the authority of the Vedas, as distinguished from
Ocular and inferential knowledge. The Supreme
Lord is revealed by the Vedas, as the ﬁrst and
foremost.

itum etuppum il ican matu vitatu en manage;
pﬁtum en mi avan pital; atum en aﬁkam ananké.

(1—6—3)

Translation
My mind can never be away from Ican (Lord Supreme),
Who makes no distinction ‘ tween high and low;
My tongue His glory sings at all times
While my body danceth in ecstatic glow.
Notes
(i) The Lord does not extend special favours by reason of
one’s high parentage, calibre and conduct, nor does
He give up those of low descent, meagre intellect and
poor conduct. He is absolutely impartial. TPrahlida
and Vibhisana of Asura and Rﬁksasa clan, respectively,
were among His beneﬁciaries. If the other Asuras
and Riksasas came to grief the fault was not with

’ ‘ Sam Yﬁnitvit
T

’.

“ DevinamDinaviniﬁea Siminyam adhidhaiva
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the Lord. It is like a few persons falling, now and
then, into the tank dug up for the common good of all
and killing themselves.

(ii) It is noteworthy that the Alvar stands rivetted to the Lord
by word, deed and thought.

ananku ena atum en ar'tkam vananki valipatum; ican
(1—6—4)
pinanki amarar pitarrum kunaﬁkelu kolkaiyinﬁné.
Translation

Ican (the Lord) I venerate, dancing in gay abandon,
Is the natural repository of many an auspicious trait.
Leaving the celestials in the high Heaven,
Entranced and engaged in endless debate.
Note
As the Lord said in Bhagavad—Gita, His lover’s thoughts are
rivetted to Him, their lives are nestled in Him and their
conversation is solely about Him, full of mutual enlightenment and entertainment. The debate, referred to, in this
Song, could arise from the adoration of the Lord by the
Celestials, from different angles, one group talking about
the Lord’s transcendent glory and the other about His easy
accessibility and loving condescensicn. The Alva'tr marvels
at that even his faculties vie with the experience of that
exalted band in heaven.

kolkai kolimai ilétén elkal irakam ﬂitan:
vilkai villamai virumpi ui kalantarkku or amuté.

(1—6-5)

Translation
Not given to likes and dislikes, acceptance or rejection,
0f (service from) devotees, looking to their attainments alone,
A nectar of incomparableexcellence, the Lord is
Unto those that with Him do mingle, giving up all else.
Note
song, the Alvin presented to us the Lord as
One, who would welcome to His benevolent fold every one,

la the preceding
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without distmcticn of high and low, seeking His protection.
And now, we are told that the Lord is free from likes and
dislikes and is, therefore, not prone to extend preferential
treatment to some and be indifferent to others on the basis
of their individual attainments, while enlisting them in His
service. All that He looks for is whether these devotees are
steadfast in their devotion, true to their essential nature
of being the objects of His sole enjoyment (ananya bhég—
yatva) or merely seek from Him the fulﬁlment of their own
personal desires, the odds and ends. While the latter class
seeking the lesser fruits get what they want and also get
parted from the Lord in the bargain, to the former class who
stand rivettedto, and nestled, in Him, He is a veritablenectar
of incomparable excellence, ever fresh and insatiable.
amutam amararkatku inta nimir cutar-éli netumal

amutilum arra iniyag: nimir tirai nil katalané.

(I—6—6)

Translation

Of limitless glory, Netumél, holding the discus
Of mounting radiance and reclining on the spacious
Milk-Ocean of surging waves, is more appetisingindeed
Than the ambrosia which unto Amarars (Devas) He once
delivered.
Note
The Alvar has nothing but contemptuous pity for the Devas
who sought the ‘ amrt’ obtained by churning the MilkOcean, instead of the far more delicious Lord holding
the eﬁ‘ulgent discus, enchanting beyond words. Although
the Alvar’s contempt f0r the Devas is not explicit from
the text of the song, the episode of delivering the “ amrt ” to
the Devas, referred to, in the ﬁrst line of the song, pales
into insigniﬁcame before the Lord’s own nectarean presence
and exquisite charm enjoyed by the Mvar in the second line
of the song and thus indirectly exhibits the Devas at a disadvantage. The Alvir has given yet another name to the
Lord, namely, ‘ One who is more appetising than ambrasia ’Nampi Tiruvalutinatu Tacar remarked that the Devas
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were no bette: than the bovire species, not looking up and
beholding the exquisite charm of the Lord churning and
mOVing around with His thousand sinewy shoulders and
the beautiful garlands adorning them. Instead, they were
gazing at the ocean, with their heads bent down, content
with a mere extract from the salt-water, what a pity !
nil katal cﬁl ilankaik k6r_t tolkal talai tuniceytan
talkal talaiyil vananki, nélkal talaikkaliminné.

(1—6—7)

Translation

If you bow unto Him Who Smote
The heads and shoulders of the King
Of Lenka, with the long sea as its moat,
The ocean oftime,ithelps crossing.
kalimin tonﬁrkal! kalittut tolumin avanai; tolutél,
vali ninra valvinai mélvittu alivinrl ﬁkkam tarumé.

(1—6—8)-

Translation
Ye, servants of God, sever your contacts
With all things ungodly and serve the Lord;
Your age-long, sturdy sins, the Lord will cut out
And grant you eternal bliss and beatitude.

tamma arum payan iya tirumakalar tanik kélvan
perumai utaiya pirégir irumai vinai kativﬁré.

0-6—9)-

Translation
The bliss very dear, Ti:umakal’s unique Spouse confers,
The Benefactor great (in her glorious company) full of grace,
The fruits of actions, good and bad, He severs,
(The impediments to the free ﬂow of His grace).
Notes
(i) Tirumakal, (Goddess Mahﬁlaksmi) is the very embodiment
of grace.‘ Her perpetual presence by the side of the
" ‘Ialqmyﬁ saha Hﬁikeio Devya Kﬂrunya rilpaya' (Sri
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Lord is intended to prepare the ground for the
supplication by the individual souls, at all times,
without any restriction whatsoever. AlthOUgh the Lord
is the ultimate giver and deliverer, yet He invariably
acts only when Mahalaksmi plays the recommendatory
role, mediating and pleading for erring souls.

attainment of ﬁnal bliss, both merit (Punya) and
demerit(Papa or Sins) are impediments. As Sri Veda'tnta
Desika has put it, in his ‘Varadaraja Pancasat ’, the
fonner is a golden fetter while the latter is an irOn
fetter. A golden fetter is still a fetter and thus both
‘Punya‘ and ‘ Papa ’ impede one’s advancement to the
ﬁnal goal. Hence the need to cut out both, an act of
grace galore, on the part of Laksmi—Kanta (the gracious
Consort of Goddess Mahalaksmi).

(ii) For the

kativar tiya vinaikal notiyarum alavaikkan;
kotiya atu pul uyartta vativu ar matavanaré.

(1—6—10)

Translation
Matavag, of exquisite Form,
011 whose banner is Garuda the bird.
Destroyer of enemies, will, in no time,
Root out the fell sins (we dread).
Note

What is emphasised here is the utmost speed with which
Madhava, the Lord, in conjunctionwith the Divine Mother,
roots out all the evils in us. And what more? The Lord
extends to the Soul, reclaimed just then, the same afﬁnity as
He holds for the pre-eminent Garuda, the ‘ Ever-free angel—
Nitya Sﬁri’. The reclamation is put through in a trice
through the instrumentality of Sri Mahalaksmi, who urges:
“My Lord, here is the supplicaut at your door-step, tossed
between birth on one side, and death on the other, and
smitten, in between, by maladies, both mental and physical;
please bestow your grace and redeem him, turning a blind
eye to all his sins; else, you may have to write off the entire
‘
Lila Vibhﬁti ’ (Sportive universe)”.
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matavanpél oatakopan titu avam inri uraitta
étam il ayirattu ip pattu 6ta vallar piravéré.

(1—6—1 1)

Translation
Those initiated in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand ﬂawless songs of Catakopan,
Adoring Matavan as One above the twin faults
(Of aloofness and abandonment),will from rebirth be freed for
ever.
Note

It might be apprehended that the LOrd is open to the twin
faults of (1) Keeping Himselfaloof from us with an air of
indifference because of His exaltation, and (2) abandoning
us, looking to our truck-loadsof vices. The Alvin avers, in
this decad, that the Lord is above these faults, therebyemphasising His easy worshippability.

First Centum—Seventh Dead (1-7)
Piravittuyar ara
Preamble
Easy worshippability apart, the Lord should also be adorable.
We see around quite a few persons whom it is easy to please but
We don’t like to court as there is nothing attractive or prepossessing
in them. This decad shows that the L0rd is highly adorable
because of His extraordinary sweetness. As Nampillai would
have it, the L0rd is adorable to such an extent that He grows
envious of His devotees and wants to adore them, in turn, having
Himselftasted the sweetness of adoration. In sloka ‘ Manujatva
’
of Paduka Sahasram, Sn Vedanta Desika
tiroitena
observes that, unlike the previous Avatéras when the LOrd came
all alone, He assumed four forms when He came down as Sit Rama
and the three younger brothers. The purpose behind this was
to adore His own pair of sandals which have a high reputation of
their own. This He did in His other form as Bharata. Had
Rama come alone, He couldn’t have achieved this purpose.

.........
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piravittuyar 31:3 ﬁanattul niggu,
turavic cutar—vilakkam talaippeyvar
aravanai alippatai antananai
maraviyai ingi mapattu vaipparé

(I—7—l)

Translation
(Oh, what a pitv !) the L0rd, gracious and immaculate,
SpOrting the effulgent discus, is tenaciously sought
By these votaries Wanting no more than to liberate
Themselves from the mineries of birth and death and get lost
In a state of ‘ Self-enjoyment ‘ (of the Soul in its free state).
Note
0'1, what a pity! After all the rigours of their disciplines, the
‘
Kevalas‘ rest contented with mere liberation from the
cycle of birth and death, followed by ‘ atmavalokana '
(i.e.) enjoyment of their own selves in the disembodied state.
'the tragedy of it is heightened by the fact that they invoked
the Lord’s grace for attaining this state but failed to be
enthralled by His exquisite charm. The Alvin detests these
people for this tragic failure resulting in their foregoing, for
ever, the superior bliss of service unto the Lord. No doubt,
in 1-5-7, the Muir would appear to have had a word of
praise for the ‘ Kevalas ’ but that was in a different context.
It may be recalled that the Alvin, then stung by a gnawing
apprehension of his abject lowliness, felt that possession of a
body was fraught with the serious risk of his contaminating
and deﬁling the Lord by mixing with Him and that a disembodied state of existence, as in the case of the ‘ Kevalas ’.
would, therefore, be quite welcome, being the lesser of the
two evils.
vaippu am, maruntu am, atiyarai valvinait
tuppu am pulan aintum tuiicakkotan avaa;
eppal evarkkum nalattél uyarntu uyarntu
appalavan enkal ayar-kolunté.

Translation
The Lord IS, unto His devotees, the treasure ﬁne
And the unfailingdrug; unto the senses ﬁve
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(1—7)

He shan’t make them succumb; of towering bliss,
He’s above one and all, in all places,
Beyond speech and thought and yet He‘s (our Gopala), the
shepherd chief!
Note

Having decried and detested, in the preceding stanza, the
‘Kevalas’ seeking from the gracious Lord the inferior
stature of Kaivalya, the Mvar now depicts the Lord in
relation to those who seek Him as the goal, to the exclusion
of everything else. Towering above all, beyond speech
and comprehension, He still condescended to come down
here as Gopalakrsna, of amazing simplicity.
ayaI-koluntéy, avarél putaiyunnum
mayap piranai, en minikkac cotiyai,
tﬁya amutaip parukip paruki, en
miyap piravi mayarvu arutténé.

(1-7—3)

Translation

I drank and drank, without intermission, the nectar pure,

The dazzling gem, the mystic Lord of wondrous deeds,
(Gopala) the shepherd chief, bound and beaten by cowherds
(For theft of butter) and got my nescience, matter-bom, severed.
Notes
(i) Speaking about Gopalakrsna, in the last song, the Alvar

had before him the entire panorama of His mysterious
deeds and by merely meditating on them, he got all his
accumulated nescience, born of age-long material
contacts, eradicated in taro, root and branch.

rii) In the by—gone days, the Devas got nectar subject to
various conditions. Even so, it is by no means
comparable to the Alvér's uninhibited and unrestricted
Divine experience, drinking deep of that pure nectar
which cleansed him th0roughly and rooted out his agelong sins sheathed in ignorance.
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mayarvu ara en manatté manninan-tannai,
uyarvinaiyé tarum on cutark karraiyai,
ayarvu i1 amaraxkal atik koluntai, en
icaivinai. en colli van vituvénﬁ

(1—7—4)

Translation
Oh! what pretext can I ﬁnd, from Him to part,
The ﬁrst Lord. of Celestials ever alert,
A beautiful bundle of brilliance, heaping on me continually,
Torrents of knowledge and wisdom, who brought me
Round and to root out my ignorance lodged in me ﬁrmly?
Notes
(i) In the preceding song, the Alt/ﬁr acknowledged the
LOrd’s benevolence in rooting out all his ignorance.
This is exactly what he had prayed for in his
supplication to the Lord in the very ﬁrst song of his
ﬁrst w0rk (Tiruviruttam). Having achieved his
purpose, can the Am: now afford to forget the
LOrd? No, having removed all the vestiges of
ignOrance in the Alvin, the Lord continually resides
in his mind, shutting out eﬁ‘ectively the further growth
of nescience in him. And what more? He is
continually heaping upon the Alvin torrents of wisdom
(Jﬁana) and 10ve (Bhakti). A beautiful bundle of
brilliance, He is also the ﬁrst Lord of the ‘Nitya
Sﬁris’ (Eternal Heroes). How can the Alvér get
himself divested of One, so great and so charming,
ever inducing in hima passionate desire to be very
close to Him? Thus, nothing is Wanting on the Lord’s
side to admit of adivorce from Him. If at all one
wishes to throw odium on such a loving Lord, it can
only be a sin-contrived dodge, like the one in the
following anecdote:
(ii) Apeasant boy who visited his father-in-law, was asked
by the latter to help him to werk a water-lift. The
two of them started the work early in the morning and
the boy who was high up on the lift, naturally felt
tired when it was past mid-day. The father-in-law
did not, however, have the courtesy to give the
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young son-in-law the much-needed relief. There upon,
the latter, in sheer exasperation, spat on the back of
the elder, just to provoke him. “How cool i”
exclaimed the elder and Went on with the work.
The boy sharply jumped down, saying, “Better get
hold of one who will spit on you hot!"

vituvéno-en vilakkai, en iviyai,
natuvé vantu uyyak kolkinra nitanai,
totuvé ceytu ila ayociyar kanninul
vitavé ceytu vilikkurn pirénaiyé.

(1—7—5)

Translation
The amOrous L0rd who, by His SWeet looks,
Enticed away the young damsels (of Gokula)
Is my Soul, the beacon light, Who unto me reveals
All things; how can I from Him separation brook,
My Saviour grand who did on me alight, all on a sudden?
Note
The damsels of Gokula would even spurn Heaven, but not give
up the inseparable company of Sri K1.'$l.1a. The Lord
having enthralled the Alvin likewise, there is no question of
his giving Him up.
pirﬁan, peru nilam kintavan, pinnum
viriay malart tulay véynta mutiyan,
marimaram eyta méyavan ennul
irﬁn enil, pinnai yin ottuvéno

(I—7—6)

Translation
How can I at all survive, if the Benefactor great
Who once retrieved the Earth from the Ocean,
0n whose crown is the tulaci garland 0f aroma sweet,
The wonder-Lord whose arrow sped thro' the trees seven,
Should desert me and stay not in my heart?

Note
This is the Alvar’s reply to a question supposed to have been
put to him as to what he would do, in case the L0rd forsook
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him once again. The Alvin rules out such a contingency,
seeing that the Lord is a self-less Benefactor like Sandal
paste, ﬂower, southerly breeze and the Moon, catering to the
happiness of others, seeking nothing in return. Surely, the
Alvar would not be a willing party to the separation and he
just can’t survive in such an eventuality. As a matter of
fact, the Alvir cannot bring himself to believe that the
LOrd would at all leave him and go without his permission.
Did He not, as Sri Rama, go even to the extent of clearing
up the misgivings in the mind of Sugriva about His ability
to vanquish Valli and infusingthe requisiteconﬁdence? Could
such a one desert the Alvér, who has ﬁrm faith in Him ?

yin otti ennul iruttuvan enrilan;

tan otti vantu, en tani ner'icai vailcittu,
ﬁn otti ninru, en uyiril kalantu, iyalvan ottumo-ini ennai nekilkkavé?

(I-7—7)

Translation

In my mind I lodged Him not, on my own;
Pledged to get in, the Lord did, on His own,
Enter my mind imperious, unsought,
Stuck avidly to my body and soul and wrought
A silent change in me, drawing me unto Him, so well.
To part from me hence, will such a One agree at all?
Notes
(i) The Lord entered the Alvin’s mind, pledged, as it were,
to do so. This would show that the Alvin took no
initiative in the matter. On the other hand, self-reliant
and imperious that he was, he stood aloof, very much
away from Him. But once a determined L0rd took
possession of the Alvin, the latter came under His
magic spell, just like the miser who yielded to the
resolute beggar, in the anecdote cited below.
(ii) There was a Brahman who Was an abject miser; another
was on his way to this man‘s house to get a breakfast.
People on the Way told the latter that the man he was
going to, was the most sordid Wretch who would not
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give food to any one. Undaunted, the beggar sought
out the miser and begged for food, showing his great
need. The miser was adamant in refusing food but
the beggar would not leave him. The miser had to
yield at last and when he asked the beggar to produce
his eating plate, the latter opened his garment and
showed it. The miser grumbled and exclaimed “ He
who intends‘ cutting another’s LhrOat, certainly brings
the sword with him". So saying, he couldn’t help
handing over to the persevering, rather provoking
beggar, a little bit of rice and sauce to get rid
of him.
eggai nekilkkilum, ennutai nan-neﬂcam
tannai akalvikkat tannin killén ini:
pir_u_1ai net-um panait tol makil pitu utai
mungai amarar mulumutal tine.

(1-4—8)

Translation
With His sinewy shoulders in Pinnai nestled,
The joyous Lord Who unto the hoary Celestials
Is all in all, cannot from Him separate, with all His might,
My chastened mind, in Him entwined so well, albeit
He, His grip on me, loosens and makes me stay apart.
Note
The Alvin avers that history will not repeat itself. Even if
the Almighty Lord, in His unbridled independence, tried
His utmost to keep the Alvér away, He wouldn’t succeed in
putting aside his chastened mind, inseparably steeped in
Him. This robust conﬁdence has indeed the solid backing
of Pinnai (Goddess Nappinna) the unfailing Intercessor
through whose good oﬂices the Alvin courted the Lord.

amarar mulumutal akiya étiyai,
amararkku amutu inta ayar-koluntai,
amara alumpat tulz'tvi, en avi
amarat taluvirru; ini akalummo?
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”hanslation
The Primate Who unto Celestials is the fountain source
Of all felicities, Who unto Amarar (Devas) delivered ambrosia,
The Chiefof the cowherds got into my soul, in tight embrace,
With pleasure immense; Could He from me be apart anymore?
Note

Unto the Devas, who wanted ‘ Amrt ’ (ambrosia), the mere
extract from the ocean and not the 10rd Himself,
He game the Amrt; He, however, gave Himself to the Cowherds in whose midst He was born, because they wanted
Him, the real ‘Amrt’ and not that artiﬁcial stuﬁ‘. The
Alvir’s soul got steeped in Him to such an extent and in such
a manner that the one couldn’t be told from the other and
hence there was no question of separation, as if they were
two diﬁ'erent entities.
akalil akalum; anukil anukum;
pukalum ariyan, poru allan emmin:
nikaI il avan pukal pati ilaippu ilam
pakalum iravum patintu kutainté.

(1—7-10)

'Ih'anslation

Apart from them who from Him keep apart,
Close to them who unto Him get close,
Boy'Ond approach (to the ungodly) but easy of access
(To devotees); entranced do I sing His glory peerless,
Day and night and never feel satiate.
Note
In the immense struggle between the Lord on the one side and
the w0rldings on the other, the latter, swayed by the stronger
pull of earthly pleasures,stray away from Him. Indeed, the
Lord grieves over this state of affairs. Unto those who seek
Him exclusively, He responds so well that it is said, when
man walks tOWards God, He runs towards him. When man
ascends to the foot-stool of God, He enters the soul of man.
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Inexhaustible are His auspicious qualities and therefOre
it is that we can never reach the end and feel satiated
in singing His praise.
kutaintu vantu unnum tulay mutiyanai
atainfa ten kurukﬁrc catakopan
Initainta col-totai éyirat'tu ip pattu
utaiutu néykalai 6tuvikkumé.

(1—7—1 1)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the well-knit thousand,
Composed by Cataképan of Tenkurukﬁr, in worship bound
To the LOrd, wearing On His crown tulaci garland,
Whose honey the swarming bees partake, will all our ill disband.

First Centum—Eighth Decad (1-8)
6mm pu] Eri
Preamable

In this decad, the Alvar bringsto the fore the Lord’s quality of
Uprightness ’ (drjava or rujuh), His transparence in word, deed and
thought, free from sophistry, duplicity, mental reservation, mischievous distortion etc. The Lord would not mean one thing, say
another and do a third thing. When Sﬁrpanakhé. saw Sri Rama at
Paﬁcavati and interrogated Him about His personal history, there
would have been nothing wrong if He had tactfully withheld the
truth from the demoness. But it Was not in His grain to do
so and hence He gave out the actual fact with remarkable
‘

sincerity.
‘
Tirukkurukaippirén Pillan, the earliest glossator on Tiruviy
moli,’ holds that this decad highlights the Lord’s wealth (Ais‘varya).
The other commentators, Periyaviocin Pillai and Vatakku Tiruviti
Pillai, however, preferto bring into focus the Lord's ‘ ﬁrjava ’ in this
decad, as stated at the outset.
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6mm pul Eri, et‘ltum tan-tulay,
nitu ninravai itum: ammine.

(1—8-1)

Translation
The Lord (in heaven) does avidly mingle
With the exalted celestials, one and all;
Takes He a lightning ride on a bird (Garnda)
And sports the cool tulaci garland delectable.
Note
This refers to the state of affairs in the yonder heaven. The
LOrd is said to regale one and all over there, by granting
them suitable opportunities for rendering Him the appropriate service.
ammanayp pinnnm em manpum 5min:
vent ma véy kinta cem ma kannane.

(1—3-2)

Translation

Our Sire (the Lord) with large, red eyes
Came down as Kannan (and mingled with us}
Tore He the mouth of the demon ﬁerce,
Who (to Kill Him) came as a horse,
Many indeed are His incarnations glorious
Note

Although speciﬁc mention has been made here of the Lord's
incarnation as Krsna, there is also a broad reference to all
His Avataras as well, wherein He mixes with the worldlings
with remarkable transparence, even as He does with the
denizens in heaven.

kan {wan enrurn mannor vinnérkku:
tan 5: véﬁkata vinnor verpané.
'Ih'nnslntion
The Lord who is like unto a pair of eyes
For those on Earth and Heaven,
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Stays in Venkatam, cool and nice,
The Celestials’ favourite haven.
Note
Like unto the mother of twins lying in between her two kids,
the Lord stays in Tiruvénkatam (in Andhra Prades), the
meeting ground of the Earthlings and the Celestials. The
Alvér even goes to the extent of calling this glorious hilly
retreat as the home of the Celestials, on the ground that the
Celestials visiting it far exceed the number of the earthly
visitors. Actually, it isthe amazing simplicity of the Supreme
Lord, making Himself easily accessible even to the monkeys
andhunters around this sacred spot, that drags the celestials
on to this centre. It is reverently held by our elders that the
fauna and ﬂora on the sacred Hills are but Celestials transplanted there.
verpaj ouru etuttu, oxkam imiyé,
nirlrum amman air karpan vaikale.

(1—3—4)

Translation
Let me every day utter (and adOre)
The Lord's grace galore;
Mount (Govardhana) He did lift
And stood with ease (holding it aloft).
Notes
(i) Periyalvar extols the effortless holding by Sri Krgna

of

Govardhana Mountain, days on end, without the
slightest strain on His ﬁngers and nails (Periyélvir
TirumoliIII-5-10).

(ii) Sri Kﬁrattélvin also exclaims, in sloka 45

of

Varadaraja

that the Lord held Mount Govardhana
continuallyfor seven days and yet, His ﬁngers were as
fresh as ever.
Stavan‘t

(iii) The irate Indra, out to destroy the pastoral life of Gokul,
could have well been destroyed by Sri Krsna but
He relented, hoping that Indra would soon recover
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from this temporafh aberration caused by the
deprivation of the othrings. At the same time, He
shielded the entire pastoral community by holding the
mountain aloft like an umbrella for seven long days,
till Indra’s fury abated. The Alvar, on his part,
would never feel tired of recounting this episode,
rather he subsists on it.
vaikalum venney kaikalantu untan
poy kalavitu en mey kalantané.

(I-8-5)

Translation
The Lord stretched H15 hands as far as He could,
(Snatched) the butter and ate (as much as He liked);
Truly, He my body liked in that fashion
And there ensued the grand fusion.
Note
On the one hand, the Alvér goes into raptures in contemplation
of the Lord’s auspicious attributes and, on the other, the
Lord covets the Alvin’s body with the same avidity with
which He swallowed butter in Gokula.

kalantu en Favi nalam kol natal;
pulan kol maniy nilam kontane.

(1-8-6)

Translation
The Lord Who unto me adhered
And did my Soul make good
Took, as 3 Midget (Vamana) of enthralling form,
Land (of three strides) as alms.
Note
As dwarﬁsh Vamana of bewitching personality, He enticed
away Emperor Bali and made all his possessions, His own;
likewise, mixing now with the Alvir, the Lord has taken
possession of his soul and made him His sole servitor, in
keeping with his essential nature.
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kontan 61 vitai, untén El vaiyam
tan tamam ceyt-u en en tan inane.

(1—8—7)

Translation

Tamed He the unruly bulls seven,
Held He in His stomach the worlds seven
And thinking my own thoughts (in reverse direction)
He took to my body as if it Were cool heaven.
Notes
(i) To win the hand of the bewitching young damsel, Nappinnai, a niece of Yasodhé, the unruly bulls were the
impediments; the Lord, as Sri Krsna, overcame them
and secured the coveted bride. Likewise, the Alvin’s
sins, the impediments for the Lord getting at him, were
rooted out by Him and the Alvin taken possession of.
(ii) During the pericd of deluge, the Lord held within Himself
all the worlds and sustained them and now, He could
sustain Himself only by entering the Alvin’s soul and
dissolving into it.
(iii) The Alvar was pining for his ascent to Heaven, dipping
in the Sacred river Vraja, coursing on its border and
chanting Sima Veda in heaven; these very thoughts the
Lerd would, however, think in the reverse Order,
namely, pining for the Alvar’s body in Tirunakari,
dipping in the river Timraparni and singing the hymns
composed by the Sweet-tongued poet (Madhura Kavi)
in adoration of the Alvin.

inﬁna:éyan minootu énamum
tan anan, ennil, ti_ 'ya canke.
'h'anslation
Myriads are the Lord’s incarnations;
As the Cowherd He came dowu,
Fish, Boar and many other forms
He took, just to get hold of me.
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Note
The Alvar feels that the innumerable Avataras of the Lord
were all for his delectation, mainly directed towards getting
hold of him and uniting with him.
canku cakkaram ankaiyil kontﬁn
enkum tanaya nankal name.

(1—8—9)

Translation
Conch and discus, our Lord holds in His 10vely hands
No matter where and in what form He descends.
Note
The Lord who thus incarnates, for my sake, through diﬂ‘erent
gates of birth, always bears the inseparable Conch and Discus, like unto the potion carried by some to entice people.
These may, however, be visible only to some Godly souls
and not all. The Lord’s descent could be likened to the
Earthly Kings moving round their cities during nights,
disguised in black clothes, to study men and matters at
ﬁrst hand, and locate miscreants operating under cover of
darkness. The security forces or bodyguards also keep
stirring about during those occasions, suitably masked,
ready at hand, in an emergency call from the King. The
Conch and Discus and other intimate attendants of the Lord,
likewise, keep Him company during the Avataras.

natan, ﬁilam kol patan en ammﬁn,
otam p61 kilar véta nIranE.

(1—8-10)

Translation
The Sovereign Master (of the Whole universe) whose feet
Measured all the worlds is my Sire upright ﬁt, indeed
For the Vedas (vociferous like the ocean) to talk about.
Note
The Alvar, who was all along maintaining that the Supreme
Lord's numerous incarnations were all for his sake, now
says: “Who am I to voice forth the loving tenderness of
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the Lord, His uprightness Wthh induced Him to incarnate
so many times and 111 so many ways? None IS more competent to talk about Him Who, as Trivikrama, set His feet
on one and all without distinction of high and low, than
the Vedas, voc1ferous like the oceanic waters, in singing
His glorious traits ".
nirpurai vannan-cir cataképan
nértal éyirattu ortal ivaiyé.

(I-B—ll)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the thousand
Sung by Catakopan reveal his view profound

That the Lord of water—tint
Is like water, pliable and transparent.
Note

The terminal stanza in each of the preceding decads set forth
the good results ﬂowing from the study or recital of the
stanzas in that decad. This end-song is, however, silent
in this regard; instead, it says that, in this decad, the Alvir
has expressed his considered view, the one that is crystal-

clear to him from the entire hymnal, namely, the Lord

is transparent, progressive and pliable like water Whose
complexion He bears

First Centum—Ninth Decad (1-9)
(Ivaiyum avaiyum)
Preamble

If the Lord's ﬂow of grace unto the hitherto starved Soul Were
to be full and ﬂooding, all of a sudden, the Subject cannot stand it
and will just get swept off his feet. It is a matter of common
knowledge how babes are fed through a graded course, beginning
with breast milk, a little gruel some time later, and then, small
bits of rice and so on. If, out of misplaced love, a parent fed the
young one straightaway on adult scale—rice, curry and all that-the
http://acharya.org
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result would be disastrous. As in the case of food, in the matter of
imparting education also, one goes step by step. Little wonder
then, the omniscient Lord regulates the inﬂux of His grace in such
a manner that the recipient is able to stomach it all right.
As is oft repeated in these pages, the Lord's grace is the sole
means for attaining Him and yet, against the above background, the
Alvin was not straightaway conferred the ﬁnal bliss right at the
beginning when he prayed to the Lord (opening song of Tiruviruttam) for the termination of existence in his foul body. The Alvar
had to pass through a course of shock treatment, experiencing
alternately the bliss of Divine presence and union and the cruel
pangs of separation,whetting his appetite and enriching his Divine
love and wisdom all the time. Before wearing a heavy ornament
in the ear which is prettv delicate, one has to gradually prepare the
ground by enlarging the ear-hole bv stages, ﬁrst inserting a small
piece of string, then a thin metallic ring or chip and so on. Again,
one who has been on a month’s fast, either due to sickness or as a
matter of penance, has to restart taking food only by stages, rice
ground into a paste being smeared on the body, oral administration
of gruel of low consistency, so on and so forth. The Lord, according to the Alvir’s own admission in this decad as well as IV-5-5,
unfolds unto the Alvir His glorious traits and deeds by stages,
c0nsistent with his Capacity for in-take. (See aphOrism 115 of
Acarya Hrdayam). It would indeed be too much for the Alvin
to bear if he were conferred, all at ones, bliss enjoyed by the Eternal
Angels in the Lord’s close proximity in Heaven. No doubt, the
Lord covets the Alvar’s body, being the last of the series of bodies
donned by him, in which the Lord has now been able to reclaim
him. And yet! He would not straightaway jump into the crown of
his head, much as He would like to. If He did so, it would doubtless
bring about the sudden collapse of the Alvin, like unto the pauper
from birth, who suddenly comes by a sizabletreasure, succumbing
to the shock. He would ﬁrst get near the Alvar,stand close to him,
get into his hip, thence move upwards, to the region of his heart
from there, step on to the shoulder, enter his tongue, peep through
his eyes, pause for a while on the forehead and then reach the
head, His ultimate destination. It is this trait of a well-regulated
ﬂow of the L0rd’s grace that the Alvin admires and brings out in
this decad.
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ivaiyum avaiyum uvaiyum ivarum avarum uvarurn
evaiyum evarum tannulé ﬁkiyum akkiyum kakkum
avaiyul tanimutal emmin, kanna—pirén, en amutam,
cuvaiyan: tiruvin manilan ennutaic cﬁlal uliné.

(1—9—1)

Translation

Around me is my Liege-Lord, my ambrosia,
The great Lover, Tiru’s (Mahalaksmi’s) Consort, Kannan,
The sole cause and Internal Controller, pervading all beings
allover,
(Both Sentient and non-sentient) and sustaining them all
within Him.
cﬁlal palapala vallan; tollai am kélattu ulakaik
kélal onru 51d itanta kécavan ennutai amman;

véla-maruppai ocittan; vinnavarkku ennal ariyan;
ala netun katal cérntan: avan en arukaliline.

(1—9—2)

Translation

Near me is my Lord of many descents, Who, as a peerless Boar,
Once retrieved the Earth from the ocean; Killed He 3 tusker,
As Kécavan, smashing its tusks; much beyond the comprehension

0f Vinnavar (Devas),

He reclined on the deep and vast ocean.

Note
There are two different episodes about the Earth having been
picked out of the ocean.
(a) Hiranyaksa, the demon with golden eyes, had rolled
up the Earth like a mat, tucked under his arm~pit
and then hid himselfinside the oceanic waters. Lord
Visnu, at the request of the Devas, incarnated as a
Boar with a gigantic tusk, bent and protruding,
chased the demon under the waters and forked the
Earth out on the unique tusk.
‘
(b) At the end of the last epoch, Known as Pidma Kalpa ’
(the current one is Sveta Varaha Kalpa) Lord Sriman
Nariyana assumed the form of the Primordial Boar
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with the unique tusk, long and bent, and retrieved
the Earth which had gone inside the watery expanse
of the deluge.

arukal iliya perum cir amararkal ﬁti-mutalvan;
karukiya nila nan méni vannan; centémaraik kannan;
pom—ciraip pul uvantu érum pﬁmakalir tanik kélvan;
orukatiyin cuvai tantit‘tu, olivu ilan ennﬁtu utané. (1—9—3)
hanslation

0f auspicious

qualities, undiminishing and eternal,
hue, the Primal Lord of the Celestials,
Of red-lotus eyes, with the bird (Garuda) as His
vehicle, of hefty wings
Pﬁmakalﬁr’s (lotus-born Laksmi‘s peerless Consort stays)
Inside me, regaling me in a number of ways.

0f sapphire

Note

It is a rich and varied fare that the L0rd serves to the Alvin,
having taken possession of him and shifted unto his body
which now constitutesthe seat of His entire cosmic activities.
The Lord exhibits:
His auspiciousqualities,eternal and unlimited;
(b) His Overlordship of the Celestials in Heaven;
(3.)

(c) His exquisite form of sapphire hue;
(d) His bewitching looks emanating from the red-lotus
eyes, full of grace;
(e) Garudé, His mighty vehicle, with tough plumes;

(f) His LOrdship of sii ', the Divine Mother, the Goddess
of afﬂuence.
*

These correspond to the six rasas (appetisers) which enter our
dishes, forming a well-integrated meal.

utan ama: kétal makaJir tirumakal manmakal iyar
mats makal enru ivar mi'LVar; alum ulakamum mi‘inré;
utan avai okka vilunki, élilaic cérntavan emmén,
katal mali méyap perumin, kannan en okkalaiyﬁné. (1-9—4)
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Translation
My Lord's favourite spouses three
Are Tirumakal, Manmakal, Ayarmatamakal; the worlds three
He rules over, He ate them up simultaneously
And on a ﬁg-leaf, during deluge, lay;
Of wondrous deeds and glory, bigger than ocean,
Kantian, my Liege-Lord is on my hip seated now.
Notes
(i) The Universal Lord sits on the hip of the Alvin even
as He sat on the hip of Yasoda, during His Avatira.
as Sri Krsua.
(Ii) The three worlds referred to are the Svarga, up
above, the Underworld, down below (Pithéla) and
the Earth, in between. The three Spouses of the
Lord in His transcendental setting are: Sri (Tirumakal).
Bhﬁ (Manmakal) and Nila (Ayar mata makal).

okkalai vaittu mulaippal un emu tanﬁta vinkic
cekkam ceka auru avalpél uyir ceka unta perumau;
nakka piréuotu ayanum intimnum mutalaka
okkavum tOrriya imn méyan en neﬁcig ulégé.
(1—9-5)
Translation

The Supreme Lord Who created one and allAyan (Brahma), Nakkapiriu (Rudra), Intirag (Indra) and
others of wondroustraits
And deeds-Who,sitting on the hip of that devil,
(Patanﬁ), Sucked her breast and life alike, stays now in my
heart.
méyau en neﬁcig Lilian, mag-um evarkkum atuvé;
kayamum civauum tine; kilum eriyum avage;
céyart, aniyan, evarkkum cintaikkum kocaram allan;
(1-9-6)
tﬁyag tuyakkan mayakkan ennutait tolinaiyiné.
Translation

Ha! right in my heart is Mayan (the wonderful Lord),
As in the case of none else; body and soul, wind and ﬁre,
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He at once is; near (unto some) and yet far (unto others),
Beyond mental reach of one and all is my impeccable Lord,
(Unto the unfortunate sceptics), elusive and confounding,
He is now on my shoulders ﬁrmly mounted.
Notes
(i) The Supreme Lord controls the bodies of the diﬂ'erent
species of beings and the Souls inside them, the
elements and all. Easily accessible to the devout
who depend solely on His voluntary grace, He is
beyond the comprehension of those who seek to know
Him through their own efforts. Of easy grasp by the
recipients of His grace, He is elusive unto others,
who, by dint of their Karmik inﬁuence,either doubt
His very existence or comprehend Him the wrong
way, as one on a par with other minor deities, as
one without form and attributes, so on and so

forth.
(ii) Speaking about clarity and confusion, precision and
prevarication, in the above context, it is worth
mentioning the following incident by Way of illustrating that devotion and conviction go hand in hand
and where devotion is wanting, there doubt, ignorance
and bewilderment prevail.
(iii) Among the many listeners of Sri Parisara Bhattar’s
scintillating discourses, there was a learned Pandit
whom Bhattar, however, treated with no more than

the barest ordinary courtesy 0n the other hand, there
was an aged Sri Vaisnava Without any academic
learning, whom Bhattar received with great respect
and attention. Athird party who felt puzzled over
this marked disparity in treatment, and that too, in
the reverse order, reverently approached Bhattar
and prayed f0r clariﬁcation. Bhattar coolly replied,
“ You may come tomorrow as usual and Watch.
The parties in question Will also come and I will tell
you what it is”. The morning came, the Pandit ﬁrst
came and paid obeisance to Bhattar who, however,
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received him as usual with ordinary politeness; the
third party was also with them by now, when
Bhattar asked the learned Pandit: “Whom have you
settled in your mind as the ‘Paratattva’ (ultimate
Truth)?” The Pandit went about it, in a ponderous
manner, full of doubts and uncertainty, quoting
certain texts in favour of the Supremacy of Brahmz't (who is but the demi-urge, the appointed agent
for creation), some in favour of the overlordship
of the All-pervading Visnu and some others,
establishing the Sovereign sway of Rudra (the
appointed agent for destruction). Ultimately, he
wound up by betraying his helplessness that, in
the face of these conﬂicting texts, it would not be
possible to arrive at any conclusion. 'At this stage,
the aforesaid elderly person also arrived. Receiving
him with great reverence, Bhattar asked: “ Pray, who
to you is the Ultimate Truth?” Pat came the reply,
with pin-point precision: “I know of none other
than Lord Sriman Narayana, whom you discourse
about, all these days; Ialso know of no other truth
than what you preach to us daily, namely, Sri
Raménuja is my sole Saviour, the Means as well as
the End of my salvation”. Turning to the questioner
of the previous day (third party) Bhattar said “Ido
hope You are now convinced that my attention to
the elderly person is not misplaced. Now say, to
whomI should bend”. Need it be added that the
questioner was fully satisﬁed?

tel-inai meluin, nan marpin melum, cutar-muti mélum,
til-inai mélum, punainta tan am May Utai ammin,
kél-inai onrum ilﬁtén; kilarum cutar-oli mﬁrtti;
nil anaintu onrum akalén; ennutai navin ulané. (1.9.7)
Translation
With His shoulders, Winsome chest, the lustrous crown
And feet, by tulaci, cool and nice, gaily adOrned,
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The peerless Lord of mounting radiance and glowing renown,
Tightens His hold on me, day by day, and now rests He in my
tongue.
Notes
(i) Even as the wife bedecks and beautiﬁes herself to excite
the special fascinationof her husband, the Lord bedecks
Himself with tulaci, which holds out special fascination
for the Alvin and mingles with him.
(ii) The sequence of decoration indicated In the stanza is
appreciated by Sri Parésata Bhattar in his own
inimitable way, as follows:

It is but meet, the great Warrior that the Lord is, He
decorates ﬁrst of all His sinewy shoulders bearing His
weapons, namely, Conch and Discus; next comes the
winsome chest, the seat of the Divine Mother, needing
decoration for Her exhilaration; the crOWn comes
thereafter only and the rest goes to the Lord’s feet,
always coveted by the devotees, where their salvation
lies.
(iii) Peerless Lord: That the Lord is of incomparable excellence
is brought out succinctly, later on, in III-1-2, the comparisons with lotus, gold etc, touching only a fringe of
the subject. The things with which the L0rd is compared actually suﬂ'er in comparison and lag far behind
Him, rather pale into insigniﬁcance.

nivinul ninru malarum ﬁanak kalaikalukku ellarn
aviyum akkaiyum tine; alippotu alippavan tine;
pt‘r iyal nil-tatam tﬁlan; poru patai all canku éntum
kavi nan ménik kamalak kannan; en kannin uléné.
(1—9-8)
Translation
The arts, one and all, blossoming from the tongue,
Their body (sound) and soul (meaning),
Theirexit and entrance are by Him Controlled,
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Conch and Discus, His lovely shouldersfour do sport,
The lotus-eyed of bewitching charm has my eyes entered.
Notes

(i) Certain branches of knowledge become extinct due to
lack of propagation, due again to lack of interest
or adequate intelligence to grasp them and various
other causes; the L0rd allows them to die out and
gets them resuscitated, as and when He deems it
necessary.

(ii) C.f. IV-2 and3of Bhagavad Giti where Lord Krsna.
says that the Karma Yoga, explained by Him long
back to VivasWat, by him to Manu,and by Manu to
Iksviku, Was 105t through long lapse of time and the
same Yoga was again being taught by the Lord to
Arjuna (at the appropriate time).

kamalak kannan, en kannin 11115.9, kinpan avan kankalilé;
amalankal aka vilikkum; aimpulanum avan mﬁrtti;
kamalattu ayan nampi-tannaik kannutalénotum torri,
(1—9—9)
amalat teyvattotu ulakam ikki, en neni uléné.
Translation
The lotus-eyedLord, right in my eyes,
Could by me be seen through His eyes.
Which destroyed my nescience and made.
All my senses ﬁve subserve Him; He made
The lotus-based Ayan (Brahma),Rudra, on whose forehead
Is an extra eye, other Devas and rest of the worlds,
(He of such eminence) is now right on my f0rehead.
Note
The Lord, hitherto not visible, could now be seen in all His
grandeur and enjoyed by the Alvir, not only through his eyes
but all his other senses as well. This was possible only due
to the Lord’s redemptive grace, shed in super-abundance
through His benevolent looks. Finding that the Alvin
could assimilate this grand experience, the Lord next passed
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on to the Alvér’s forehead on the penultimate lap of His
Journey to the Alvar’s Crown.

nerriyul n1r_n_'u ennai alum nirai malarp-patankal cﬁtik
karrait tulay mutik kolak kanna-pirﬁnajt toluvir
orraip pirai anintanum nanmukanum intiranum
marrei amararum ellz'un; vantu enatu ucciyuléne. (I—9-10)
Translation
The lotus feet of the Lord, wearing round bands of tulaci dense,
Resting on my forehead, are worshipped and worn on their
heads,
\
By the wearer of crescent Moon (Siva), Nénmukan (Brahma),

Iutiran (Indra)

And all other Amarar (Devas); Such an eminent One
Shot up from my forehead, right into my head.
Notes
(i) Even the exalted Siva, Brahma, Indra and other Devas
have to queue up, seeking the appropriate time for the
propitiation of the Lord. But He, in turn, has got into
the Alvér’s head, seeking the most appropriate time for

it.
(n) In the ﬁrst line of this stanza (original text) reference has
been made to the Lord‘s pair of lotus feet, planted on
the Alvar’s forehead, and these feet were worshipped by
Siva, Brahma, Indra and other Devas and borne on their
heads. This points to the insignia or the caste-mark
warn by Sri Vaisnavites and from the wording of the
stanza, it could be assumed that the Alvin b0re, on his
ferehead,the Lord’s pairof feet with a lotus base and not
a single foot alone, as a section of Sri Vaisnavites has
chosen to depict.
ucciyullé nirkum téva tévarkuk kanna-pirinukku
cella unartti, van kurukﬁrc catakopan
ic conga ayiratmllé ivaiyum or pattu empirarku
niocalum vinnappam ceyya nil kalal cengiporumé.

imiyul
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Translation
The Lord’s longish feet will for ever crown
The heads of those who (but once) recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand sung by Catakopan of Kurukﬁr, narrating
Just as he experienced, how Kannapirén, the Supreme Lord,
migrated from one limb of his to another and alighted on his

crown.
Note
The Supreme Lord, adoming the heads of the exalted Devas,
coveted the Alvar’s head so much that He got into it by
stages, and there being no higherplace to step into, the Lord
stays on there. In other words, the Alvér’s head is the new
abode of the LOrd. This is indeed the limit for the Lord‘s
loving condescension (Sausilya)! Here then is the mystic
realisationthat God 10ves His Subjects in the same way they
pine for union with Him.

First Centnm—Tenth Deead (1-10)
(Porn in?! nil patai)
Preamble

In this decad, the Lord‘s voluntary or spontaneous grace is
prominently brought out and extolled by the Alvin Some Aciryas,
however, hold that the Alvér gives vent to his boundlessjoy resulting
from the Lord‘s contact with him, limb by limb, mentioned in the
preceding decad. The remarkable approach of Sri Parasam
Bhattar, that intellectual giant of extraordinary divine fervour to
this decad is as follows:
In the precedingdecad, the Supreme Lord was shown to have
ﬁnally got on to the Alvar’s head. Could there be any mystic
experiencemore exalted than this? It was now up to the Lord to
keep it up without once again snatching Himself away from the
Alvin That apart, the highest bliss, thus conferred by the Lord on
the Alvér, led him on, to an introspection as to how he came by it.
A thread-bare analysis of his own attainments reveals that he has
none whatsoever and, at best, it could be said that he was God-bent
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and free from hatred for Him. Can it be said that a lemon fruit
has secured a Kingdom, simply because a subject reverently placed
a lemon fruit at the feet of a muniﬁcent King and got a liberal gift
of territory, at the King’s pleasure ? It is absolutely impossible,
rather, it would be preposterous to correlate the slender means of
the Individual, as good as non-existent, with the ‘ End ', of mighty
dimensions, as in the example cited above. Verily, the Lord is the
root-causeeven forthe little merit, if any, acquired by the Individual,
down the ages, as the latter was dowered with body and limbs, and
put on a career ofuseful activity, only by Him. And so, the present
ecstatic experience of the Alvar is traceable only to the Lord’s
redemptive grace and, little wonder, the Alvir thaws down in grateful acknowledgement of the Lerd’s benefaction,totally unrelated to
the merit in him.

It will be seen from the above exposition that Bhattar lays
emphasis on the Lord‘s redemptivegrace besides sharing the view
of the other Acﬁryas, so far as the Alvin‘s ecstatic experience is
concerned.
poru mi nil patai an cankattotu
tiru mi nil kalal El ulakum tola,
oru manik kutal akj, nimirnta 21:
km manikkam en kannulatu akume.

(1—10—1)

Translation
The peerless Vamfma bearing the martial conch and discus,
The majestic weapons, Whose feet, long and lovely,
All the seven worlds worshipped, as He grew into space,
That blue-gem of a Lord is unto me visible!
Note
Even in his dreams, Mahz'tbali had not conjured up the vision
of the charming Lord presenting Himself before him, in all
His grandeur and asking for a gift. Likewise, the Alvir
had not the remotest idea that the Lord would ever come to
him and reveal His exquisite charm to his naked eyes. No
wonder then, he goes into raptures over the Lord’s spontaneous grace. This is indeed the key stanza for this decad.
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kannulle nirkum-katanmaiyal tolil—
ennilum varum;

er_1

ini véntuvam—

mannum nirum eriyum nal vayuvum
vinnumay viriyum em pirinaiye?

(1-10—2)

Translation
My Lord hath as His body the elements ﬁve
And as the sprawling Universe expands; worshippedwith love
He makes Himselfvisible, nay, for the mere count.
What more does one (for salvation)want?
Notes
(i)

It is by no means surprising that the Lord Who is bound

by the deep love of the devotees, always keeps Himself
in their vicinity. But the Alvar now touches upon the
Lord’s overwhelming generosity in presenting Himself
even to those who utter the number twentysix, in the
course of casual enumeration. The non-sentient body
has 24 ingredients, such as Mind, senses, tanmitras etc;
the sentient soul which takes possession of the body
and directs it, is the 25th tattva (principle) and the
Lord is the 26th tattva, controlling, as He does, both
the body and the Soul which constitute, as it were,
His bodies. This explains the signiﬁcance of number
26, denoting the Lord.

(ii) The Alvar exclaims: “When the Lord can be got at
even by casual enumeration, what more do we need
for our salvation? " By this, he means that God's
grace is the sole means of salvation and nothing is
needed on our part. There are no special conditions
supporting His grace which operates unasked and
unaided. What is wanted is non-resistance or nonrejection when Grace is offered. When it was pointed
out to the great Acirya, Nampillai, by one of his
disciples, named, Velvettippillai that Sri Rama oﬂered
Saranﬁgati to the king of the oceans, facing east and
observing other ritualistic formalities, the learned
Preceptor elucidated that it was done so by Sri Rima
as a matter of course, in keeping with his orthodox
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background and not as something mandatory. As a
matter of fact, Sri Rama resorted to the said ‘S'arani—
gati’ only on the advice of Vibhisana who, however,
did not have a single dip in the ocean before he sought
asylum at the feet of Sri Rama. The lesson to be
learnt from this contrasting picture is that ‘Saranégati'
(surrender to the Lord’s loving grace) could be performed 111 any manner, with or without a bath, the
one who hasn’t had his bath already, not being under
any compulsion to take a bath and, conversely, the
one who has had his bath already, need not deﬁle
himself by way of emulating the former.
em pirinai, entai tantai tantaikkum
tampiragai, tan-tamaraik kannanai,
kompu aravu nun nér itai marpanai,
em pirinait tolay, mata neﬁcarné.

(1—10-3)

Translation
My docile mind! how unto the BenefaCIOr great
Of our entire clan, the lotus-eyed Lord,
Shedding cool grace, bearing on His Winsome chest,
The Mother Divine, lovely and thin-waisted.
Note
The Lord’s tender solicitude for the devotees, overlooking
their countless transgressrons, springs from His close contact
with the Divine Mother who is the very personiﬁcation of
grace.
neﬁcamé! nallai! nallai! unnaip penal
en ceyyom? ini enna k'uraivinam?
maintanai malarél manavalanait
tuﬁeumpotum vitatu totar kantﬁy.
Translation
Well done, my mind! what is there
We can’t secure when you are here?
Well, is there anything we would want anymore?
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ev'er young,
Malaral’s (Lotus- born Laksmi’s) l.on)oR,"°‘
Leave not, even if you ﬁnd me stra

Note
The Alvir’s mind ethrted by him in the preceding stanza to
worship the Lord, responded so well that he now pats it on
its back and prays that it shall cling to the Lord under all
circumstances. The Alva: apprehends the off-chance of
his shrinking back from the Lord once again, when his owri
humility haunts him, in dire contrast to the Lord’s overwhelming superiority. Right now, the Alvin counsels his
mind, never to get parted from the Lord, whatever might be
his own vicissitudes.
kantayé, neﬁcé! karumar‘tkal viykkinru or
en tinum inriyé vantu iyalumaru;
“minai ulaku élum 61' mﬁvati
kontinaik kantukonta-Elai niyumé.

(I—lO—S)

Translation
Haven’t you seen, my mind! how things occur,

With no pre-thoughts in us? did the worlds seven
Know that the Lord would, during deluge, sustain
Them all? Who knew that the Lord would measure
The worlds in three strides and set His feet on them?
Well, did you ever know that you would see Him?
Note
The Lord extends His grace out of His own sweet will, unasked
and un-premeditated by us. It is this spontaneous grace
of the Lord that Bhattar has emphasised all along in this
decad.
niyum ninum in nérnirkil, mél mart-6r
noyurn cirkotan; neﬁcame! connén:
tayum tantaiyum ay, iv ulakinil
vayum ican, manivannag entaiyé.
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Translation
My mind! if you and I continue in this state,
Our sapphire-hued LOrd, Master of all,
Who is our Father and Mother as well,
Will rid us ofall ills, let me truly state.
Note
Addressing his mind, the Alvér says: “ Our eternal Lord Who
endears Himself to us like the Mother, whose love is proverbial, chastises like the Father, bent upon reforming us,
revealed His resplendent form like unto a sapphire and
enthralled me. If you and I persevere in this state, the Lord
will see to it that we enjoy this perennial bliss for all time,
keeping away all ills and evils ”.
entaiyé! enrum, em peruminl engum,
cintaiyul vaippan, colluvan, paviyénentail em perumin! enru vanavar
cintaiyul vaittuc collum celvanaiyé.

(1—10—7)

Translation
The Sovereign Lord, the Celestials contemplate
And sing His glory as their Progenitor (Primate);
How dare I, a sinner, likewise meditate
And call Him my Father, my Master and all that?
Note
The Scriptures warn that one shall not utter anything ominous
(inauspicious), lest it should actually come to pass. In the
fourth stanza of this decad, the Alvér, While exhorting his
mind; apprehended the frightful possibility of his moving
away from the Lord, haunted by his own lowliness. And
here we ﬁnd him suffering from that obsession again and so
soon!
celva uiranan enra col kéttalum,
malkum kan pani; nétuvan, miyamé!
allum nan pakalum itaiv-itu inri
nalki, ennai vitan, nampi nampiye.
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Trnmlation
‘
Celvaniranan, ‘ the word uttered by some one.
Heard I, and 10! with tears my eyes did run;
Searched Iwhjther He is gone, oh, what a marvel!
Thro’ friendly days and nights with no interval.
The perfect LOrd, full of grace, tries to win
My love and elects with me ever to remain.

Note

“ How unworthy and unbecoming, " the Alvér rattled, “would
be the union of one so vile and abject like me and the Supreme
Lord, pure and exalted beyond words! " And so, he ﬂed
away and hid himself behind a ruined wall, in a remote
corner, with little or no scope of hearing and talking about
God—head. Thus he would forget all about God and, as a
further precautionagainst possible detection and intrusion on
his privacy, he even put a veil over his head. But what
happened? A Wayfarer, with a heavy headload, rested a
while there, after unburdening himself. While discharging
the load, he ejaculated ‘ Sriman Nirayana' ! in a relaxing
mood. The moment this magic word struck the ears of
the Alvar, he got himselftransformedinto the ecstatic state,
described in this stanza, as above. The Saint was indeed
most agreeably surprised that the Lord should shed on him
His grace and affection in such super-abundance and
reclaim him despite his determination to forget all about
Him, for fear of tainting Him. Oh, what a grip the lord
has over His chosen subjects!
nampiyai, ten kurunkuti ninra, ac
cempone tikalum tiru mﬁrttiyai,
umpar vanavar ati am cotiyai,
em pirinai, en colli marappano ?

(I—lO—9)-

Translation
On what pretext shall I forget my Lord of dazzling charm,
The Progenitor of the exalted denizens of heaven,
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The perfect Lord Who, in Tentirukkurunkutistands
With an exquisite Form that does like red gold gleam?
Notes
(i) Asked whether he would not forget the Lord like the
w0r1dlings and go in pursuit of food and raiment, the
Alva: says,hejust does not know how and on what grounds he can forget the Lord. By exhibitingHis exquisite
charm in His Arcé form at Tirukkugunkuti(deep down,
in Tamil Nadu), He enthralled the Alvin How then
could he forget Him? Could it be on the ground that He
is not perfect, that He is not near at hand, that His
form is not attractive, that He is not exalted, that He
does not extend any beneﬁts? No, none of these
grounds will hold good, as could be seen from
this stanza.

(ii) The Lord, in His Area (Iconic) form in Tirulck‘ugunkuti,
is referred to as the perfect one in whom all the auspicious qualities converge in a perfect measure. No
doubt, the qualities of saulabhya (easy accessibility),
Sausilya (condescension), Vétsalya (tender solicitude)
etc. are also displayed by the Lord in His ‘Para ’ or
transcendent form in the High Heavens. But, in that
land of perfect bliss and perpetual splendour, these
qualities can be hardly perceptible in such a marked
degree as they are in this land of darkness, delusion
and despair. There is all the difference between a light
burning in broad day light and the one shining forth
in a dark room. (Itu)

marappum ﬁﬁnamum nag onru unarntilan;
marakkum enru centamaraik kannotu,
marappu ara, en ullé manninin tannai
marappanﬁ, ini yin en maniyaiyé?

(1—10—10)

Translation

I knownot what it is to feel or forget
And yet, the Lord, with red-lotus-eyes, does apprehend
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That I’ll forget Him and, as one forewarned,
He has lodged Himselfﬁrm in my heart;
The gem of a Lord, shall I any more forget?
Notes
(i) The Alvar feels that he is inCapable of thinking and there
is, therefore, no question of his forgetting either. The
Lord is, however, anxious that the knowledge now
dawned on the Alvar as a result of His union with
him, should remain intact, leaving no more scope for
his sliding down or slipping off. He has, therefore,
lodged Himself ﬁrmly inside the Alvar, casting
His benevolent glances on him.
(ii) Who will cast away a priceless gem when it comes to
one’s hand, instead of treasuring it and enjoying it all

the time?
maniyai, vinavar kannanaj, tannatu 6r
aniyai, ten kurukﬁrc catakbpan colpani cey ayirattul ivai pattutan
tanivilar karparél, kalvi vayumé.

(1—10—11)

Translation
Those that learn with zeal and thirst insatiable these songs ten,
Out of the thousand sung by Tenlcurukﬁr Catakopan,
As a matter of service unto the Lord of sapphirehue,

Himself a jewel unique, overlord of the Celestials,
Will with knowledge divine be ﬁlled.
Notes
(i) In acCOrdance with the text of the song, those that learn
these ten songs will have their ﬁll of knowledge. The
ultimate aim of knowledge is Divine Service and so,
this knowledge should blossom into service.
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(it) The blue-gem is likened to the Lord in a number of Ways,
In it, there is a happy blending, as in the case of the
‘
‘
’
supreme Lord, of Paratva and Saulabhya ’, the two
extremes of paramountcy and simplicity. With all its
high intrinsic value, the gem can be easily carried,tied
at one end of the garment ”.

(iii) It is common knowledge that jewels beautify the wearer.
In the case of the Lord, however, He beautiﬁes the
jewels worn by Him and He is Himselfthe most attractive of all jewels.
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THE CENTUM, IN RETR'OSPECT
(DECAD-WISE SUMMARY)
(I-l): Right in the opening line of the ﬁrst song of the ﬁrst decad, Saint
Nammilvir characterises God as one with perfections, all of the nature of
inexhaustible bliss and love, the natural repository of innumerable auspicious
traits of unlimited dimensions. The Alvar gratefully revels in the blissful
knowledge of the Supreme Lord, shom of all doubts, discrepancies and deviations, dowered on him by the Lord Himself, in the exercise of His spontaneous
grace and exhorts his mind to take refuge in the Lord’s distress-dispelling,
dazzling feet, being the sure and certain means of salvation. The Lord’s
greatness and transcedent glory, elucidated in the opening decad have been
brieﬂy set out below. He is at once the Material Cause as well as the Operative
Cause and Instrumental Cause of all life and being; He is the one and only
Giver either directly or through other minor deities, whose favours their
respective votaries seek; He is all-pervading like the Soul inside the body;
(I-Z): Far from being selﬁsh and self-centred, the Alvar wishes to share
with his fellow beings, wallowing in the stye of wordly life, all that knowledge
graciously dowered on him by the LOrd. He, therefore, exhorts them, in
the second decad, to give up the elusive and obnoxious pleasures of worldly
life, disengage themselves from the erroneous notions of ‘I’ and ‘ Mine ’
and dedicate themselves to the appreciation of the limitless Wealth and splendour of the Supreme Lord, thereby reaping the rich harvest of eternal bliss
and beatitude. True renunciation is of the mind, as distinguished from mere
bodily replacements, such as living a secluded Iifein a remote forest. In this,
his ﬁrst address to the fellow-beings, the Alvir also teaches them how and
where to pray, by giving out the substance of the eight-syllabled ‘ Tirumantra ’—
Aum Namo (Nat-ayaniya);
(I-3): Lest his addressees in the preceding decad be scared of the Lord's
sovereignty as the Supreme Master of the whole universe, the Alvir puts them
at ease by depicting, in the third ahead, the Lord’s disarming simplicity and
His easy-accessibility (Saulabhya) and emphasising that, to those who turn
their minds unto Him, He is easily accessible but dimcult of attainment by

others;
(I-4): In the fourth decad, the Alvar is seen transformed (ﬁguratively
of course) as a ‘Nayaki ’ (female lover) pining for immediate union with the
Supreme Lord and sending some birds, as her emissaries, to the Lord reclining
‘
on the Milk-occan ’, the seat of the Lord’s creative activity, invoking His
trait of forgiveness (aparida sahatva). (The winged birds typify the eﬂ‘icient
preceptors, possessed of the mighty wings of knowledge (Juana) and conduct
(anustina), a happy blending of both. (This is the ﬁrst of four such decads
in the entire hymnal, the other three being VI-l, VHS and IX-7.)
(I-S): The Saint brings into focus, the Lord’s trait of loving condescension
(Sausilya) or mixing freely with the lowliest, in the ﬁfth depart; the Lord, bent
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upon having a rapport with the Alvér, shakes oﬁ" the latter's inferiority complex
inducing him, quite often, to retreat from the Lord for fear of deﬁling One,
so exalted.
(1-6): The Lord’s ‘Sviradhatva' (easy worshippability) is emphasised
in the rixth decad; the outward offerings may be triﬂes but, in God’s eyes,
they carry much weight, when oﬂ‘ered in humility, with loving devotion;
(1-7): Easy-worshippability apart, the Lord is highly adorable because
of His Extraordinary sweetness; this is highlighted by the Alvir, in the seventh
decad.’

(1-8): In the eighth decad, the Alvér brings to the fore. the Lord’s trait
of uprighmess (ii-java or rujuh) His transparence in word, deed and thought,
free from sophistry, duplicity, mental reservation, misohievous distortion, etc.;
(1-9): The Omniscient Lord regulates the inﬂux of His grace in such a
manner that the recipient is able to stomach it all right. In the ninth decad,
as well as the ﬁfth decad of the fourth centum, according to the Alvér's own
admission, the Lord unfolds unto him, His glorious traits and wondrous deeds,
only by stages, consistent with his capacity for in-take (setrnia bhoga pradatva).
Being the last of the staggEring series of bodies donned by the Alvir, in which
alone the Lord could reclaim him, He naturally covets his body. And yet,
He would not jump straightaway into the crown of the Alvir’s head; He would
ﬁrst stand close to him, get into his hip and thence move upwards, limb by
limb. Had the Lord not adopted this precess of gradual occupation of the
Alvir's body, the latter would have just collapsed, like unto a pauper from
birth, who suddenly comes by a sizeable treasure;
(1-10): In the concluding)decad of this centum, the Lord's voluntary or
Spontaneous gram (nirhetuka krpi) is brought out prominently and extolled
by the Alva: who also gives vent to his boundless joy resulting from the Lord’s
contact with him, limb by limb, as set out in the ninth decad.
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